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LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, TUESDAY, JANUARY 5, 1971 

90.5 ottlodk a.m.  

W 

(The following proceedings were had in open 

court, all jurors being present; all counsel with the 

exception of Mr. Hughes ate present; the defendants are 

physically absent from the courtroom:) 

THE COURT: All counsel and jurors ate present. 

You may continue, Mt. Kanarek. 

IR. WARM, Yes, your Ronor. 

Good morning, ladies and gentlemen of the 

jury. 

The first thing that I would'like to do, if 

Imlay, is discuss a jury instruction that the Court is 

going to give us, which we alluded to yesterday and, not 

having seen the transcript from yesterday's proceedings 

yet, but it may well be I was in error in what I told 

the jury. 

If I stated 	there were two instructions 

concerning matterOvherein Mr. Manson•fs in-court conduct 

was involved, there iS actual :y only one instructions 

There ate two bits of evidence, but actually 

only,one instruction, is involVed; add that instrUCtion 

going to be it effect that evidence that a defendant 

attempted, to suppress evidence against himself Mily be 

considered by you in connection with the allegation ,of 
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1-2 	consciousness of guilt. 

And of course, that is a bit of evidence like 

any other evidence. The Court is going to instruct along 

that line, and we will come to that testimony of Officer 

Gutierrez concerning a certain movement that W. Manson 

13 

	

19 	
the next day the. female defendants had :Z'8  on their 

	

2.. MA. 20. 	foreheads, this is some laud of a 'domination-. 

	

;2/ 	 t . 

22 

.23 

24 

allegedly made with his physical. body, with his hand or 

hands or the upper portion of his body when Linda, Kasabian 

was on the witnesS stand. ' 

The other aspect of it has to do with -- there 

was eVidence, bat donot believe that there is a jury 

instraction in connection with that evidence, that'ia, do 

particular jury instruction. 

	

13 	 The evidence that we vete referring to is 

this matter of the X on the forehead. 11 

	

15 	
Again, those of as that are on the jury are 

the ones to ultimately decide the fact, mhat evidence has 
16 

the dignity of fact and the prosecution. will argue that 
17 

there is, from this mark of the X, that W. Gutierrel stated 

'25 
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Well, if people have a similar philosophy of life, 

if people are Democrats, Republicans, or whatever, If 

they do siMilar things, does that mean that anyone 

particular person is dominating the people who do things 

siMilarly? 

This is, again, for the jury to decide. 

A person may influence people in connection with 

one aspect of life and it doesn't mean that the person is 

influencing these people in connection with murder or 

conspiracy to commit murder. 

We all, in. life, are responsible for our own 

actions. The greatest crutch in the world is tor Ile to 

blame another person. or to blate someone else or to blame 

.an organization. This is common to all of us, We rational-

ize and we look for some kind off' an excuse for our own 

.shortsoMings. 

SO, how much domination dOes it take for some-

one to be responsible for some other person's acts where 

these acts amount to murder? 

• Again, we believe that if there was any such 

behavior; that we would have had expert testimony here to 

ohow.that kind of domination. 

xoUse me,  just a moment. 

Speaking aboUt domination, maybe we ought to 

think about -- and Maybe this is wrong in our system of 

justice, and 1, really, I think that we.  could make a•  great 
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z. 
argument that lawyers have too much of a play in the court-

room. It is just the nature of things, but lawyers 

participate too much and -sometimes we lose sight of what 

4. 
really should be going on in the courtroom. 

s 
	 Now, we suggest that the prosecution has domin- 

6 
f ated these witnesses. 

I don't %now if the word "robot" or "automaton," 

is the correct word or not,. but when we have this kind of 

'testimony that we Ape going to allude to now in this 

la transcript, can we say that the witness was testifying,. 

11 
or can we say, in view of the prosecution's opening state- 

• 
m ment„ in View of what we know the prosecution viewpoint to 

13, 
 be, can We say that this is the witness testifying? 

I am new at Page 11,839 in Volume 103, in .which 
14 

Mr, Bugliosi states at Page -- well, beginning -- he begins 
15 

back 	let's go back to. 1l,&38 to get the context. 
.16 

"What did Mr. Manson say pigs were? 
17 

"THE WITNESS: Do I answer? 

uTSE COUHT4 Yes, 
19 

"THE WITNESS: Pigs were anything that 
• 20 

carried or gave the consent to support a system, 
21 

22 ' 

	 the establishMent, you see. 

'Were they white people or black people? 
28' 

"They were the white' people. 

"Tom.-Tom's were the black people that 
25 

married white people. 
26 

20,050 
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°Did Mr, Manson 4ay that Tom-Tom's were 

black people Who baryl'ed white people? 
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20,052 

1 

6 

7 

"Did he say where these white people, 

these pigs, lived? 

"They lived in dead bins or tombstones. 

"Dead bins? 

sties = 

"This was the tombstones, the symbols.. 

The houses represent the tombstones, you know, 

and the dead bins is the place where they laid 

their bodies in there to die, or whatever they 

were trying to accomplish, you know. 

"Did Mr. Manson ever talk about a black- 

white war?" 

And then Mr. Flynn comes up with an answer: . 

• "Yes. And he related it to helter skelter." 

That is mr. Plynnts answer. 

Well, what we have to decide is: Is Mr. Flynn 

testifying? Cat we rely upon Mr. Flynn's testimony being 

the testimony of Mr, Flynn? Or is the testimony of Mr. Flynn 

a mere redo of what Mr. Bugliosi has suggested to him when 

be says!' "And he related it to helter skelter"? 

That particular answer was stricken by the 

Court and the jury waa a4moniehed to disregard it. 

Bo, we are not discussing it now from the standpoint of 

offering it as evidence, but only to show how, it affeeted 

Mr. Flynn'a state of"mind. 

Then we go over to 110840where Mr. Bugliosi 

.9  
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20,053 

says, after the Court said, "Listen to the question., Mr. 

Flynn,. and answer the questions" then Mr, Bugliosi says at 

3 
Page 11,040t 

"Manson did speak about a black-white 

war? 

"Yes. 
6 

"Did he ever mention Helter Skelter to you? 
7 , • 

6 
	 "Yes. . 

"Did he say what Heater Skelter was? 

"THE WITNESS: Yes. 
10 

A 
	 "When did he say what Reiter Skelter was? 

12 
	 "When he first told me, this was.when the 

Beatlest record came out, you know. 

14 
	 "Did you see the Beatles* record? 

15 
	 nI heard the Beatles' record.. 

16 
	 "Was this in a. white album? 

17 
	 nI heard the Beatles*.srecord you know. 

18 
	 They had so many. Z canna say whether it was 

19 
	 in a white: alba l4 ,or not," 

20 	 • 

'21 

22 

23 

24. 

25 

26 

A • 
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Now, the question is, listening to that 

colloquy between the prosecutor and Mr. Flynn, is it 

Mr. Flynn testifying or is it the prosecution testifying? 

Why would Mr. Flynn immediately in this 

context say he related it to Helter Skelter if it hadn't 

been a situation where Mr. Flynn was programmed, was 

spoken to, was in fact dictated to by the prosecution in 

this case? 

Why would Mr. Flynn 'why would Mr. Flynn 

make this statement, "Men he first told me thiS was when 

the Beetlee record came out, you. know." 

Is that Mr, Flynn -- those of us who are on 

the jury here are the ones to decide this , was that Mr. 

Flynn speaking when he spoke about the Beatles record and 

Reiter Skelter, or is that the prosecution ‘speaking 

through Mr. Flynn? 

It is something that we should consider in 

determining whether or not; when we get words from- the 

witneSs are we getting the testimony of the witness or 

is' it a charade. 

Are we getting what the prosecution wishes 

the witness to say? We, suggest that there is a coincidence 

-here in•view of the prosecution's opening statement, in 

Vievvof the prosecution's argutent, it  is  a Coincidence 

which shows we don't have reliability. we don't have 

reliability as far as thiS witness is, -concerned.. 
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This witness is making, argument from the 

witnesi stand, and the piosecution, having spoken with 

this witness -- it is one thing to speak with the witness 

and 4tsc4ss with ‘the witness and elicit information from 

the witness, that is why we must be perceptive in evaluating 

the testimony. 

We must distinguish that which the witness 

perceived, that which the witness is relating.,. what he saw, 

what he looked at and what he 	been told to say. 

Although indirectly this is what is called 

programming, this, is the programming, the speaking; the 

constant reiteration, and pretty soon the witness is 

repeating what the lawyer,, the interrogator, what the 

spokesman for the prosecution wants the witness to say. 

And so the jury is the one to decide whether 

or not what we are saying hete is so. 

Now, we have' spoken about Mr. Flynn. On this 

corroboration chart, now, let's put some question marks 

because really these are matters that the jury will decide, 

as to whether or not there iu any corroboration. 

Now, let's go to some more pictures here and 

see if there is any- corroboration in any picture. 

Here is a picture DE Bruce gregory Davis. 

Now, this picture of fir:. Davis clearly, 

think, we all would agree, there is nothing corroborative 

as far as what we have, come to know corroboration to be, 

3-2 
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as fat as that picture is concerned. 

Here we have a picture of part of the fence 

at the Tate residence,. this prosecution picture certainly 

is.uot corroborative of anything. 

Another picture that is a prosecution picture 

which merely shows the geography and doesn't tie into 

anything, doesn't tie any defendant into anything. 

Here we have picture, one of the individuals 

referred to as Clerin'there is Sandy, Gypsy, Squeaky, 

people who are people that ,tae have come ,to knout, in this 

courtroom as people who are people' that lived- ih Spahn 

Ranch. 

Look at sandy, for initance, look at Gypsy„ 

look at Squeaky. I mean,:they are weaning clothes --

clothes probably that is the type that most of us wear. 

They seem to be 	they don't look like something in the 

zoo at Griffith Park. 

For whatever that might be worth, but it 

certainly has nothing to do with corroboration, I mean as 

far as the items we are speaking of at the present time. 

Here is a picture of Mr. Nader. Now, we get 

to an interesting aspect, an interesting aspect of 

corroboration. 

This gentleman is the gentleman suppoSedly 

that Linda Kasabian went 	she supposedly went with. Mr. 

mausou and Susan Atkins and Clem and somehow or other is 

+.q 
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alleged to have done certain things and yet is not a 

defendant. This is the gentleman who was at the beach, 

supposedly. 

Now, this is not corroboration, this is not 

corroboration because there is nothing to connect Mr. 

Manson with this bit of evidence except Linda Kasabian. 

The lady who testified here, the lady who 
-was the manager of the apartirkents, her testimony is not 

corroborated because it does not -- what she testified to 

certainly we would, all agree has nothing to do with 

triminal conduct; it doesn't show that .anybody did anything 

Vix)rtE;. She merely said a Mr. Nader lived, there. 
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.1 
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7 

So I think we would agree that this picture is 

not corroboration. 

Here is a picture of Barbara Hoyt, We will get 

td her testimony. But Barbara Hoyt -- now„Barbara Hoyt Is 

not an accomplice in this. case, and we will get to her 

testimony. But certainly the picture of Barbara Hoyt is 

not corroborative of anything as far• as what we have come 

to know legal corroboration is, 

We have this other leather thong, and that goes. 

Under our category of -leather thong evidence. That would 

be B.4  leather thong. 

Now, this -- this is where we would have a, 

.1 suppdse;  discussion as to whether or not this is 

corroborative;  whether Or not what we know about, this 

leather thong -- I am now speaking of People's Exhibit 754  

would we allow in a case, what is charged in this case is 

before us for discussion;  where we have the capacity to 

analyze 'this,, take a cross-section of it, look at it under 

;a microscope, whatever the prosecution wanted to do with 

thisl  they could have done. 

This is again for us- *decide in the jury room. 

is this. corroborative? 

Does it-have any'lleaning whatsoever or is it 

eloquent;  or does it speak more eloquently in what was not 

done with this thong. 

' 	We think that that speaks; that that has a lot 

• 
, 23 

.24 

25 

26 
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'20 
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26 

more weight than the thang the fact that nothing was done 

with it,,and there is no showing of any connection between 

this thong and anything connected with Mr, La Bianca. 

Then we have the picture of the beach house.. This 

is the house where supposedly Linda Kasablan -- Linda 

)Casabian, where she said this gentleman, Mr. Nader -- where 

he lived, and I think we have an interesting insight into 

Linda Xasabian through this part of the ease because Linda 

Kasabian, she says,. she -took some people to this place and 

she took them to the wrong apartment* 

Well, if these people are the• killers that 

Linda Kasabian would have us believe that they were, and 

she did this just like taking them. to the wrong apartment, 

what she has done is, she has, from her -- for the sake of 

argument letiO look at it from the prosecution viewpoint, 

what she has done, she has traded one person, for another. 

the has said, Well, no, it wasntt that 

apartment," It was this apartment that she actually took 

them te, 

Well, then, the people In that. apartment are in 

:danger of being wiped out because as far At the state of 

mind of the people are concerned that she took there, they 

thought it was someone that should be wiped Out, 

It is a factor to consider when,  we think about 

Linda Kasabian. 	, 

Now, here you get, I think, into an aspeCt of 

• 
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the case that is most interesting and has to do with this 

Aspect Of corroboration, and we will all remember how 

Linda Kasabian testified that after she left the heath area 

she went somewhere to a house in Malibu -- in fact, this 

is Linda KasabianIs own handwriting, you 	those of us, on 

the jury may not have peen this before, bat am sure we 'all 

remember, 

And she spoke with people, supposedly, flesh-and-

blood human beings, people who would be able to, it this 

were true, people who would be able to testify concerning 

Linda Kasabiants visit. 

Again, remembering that the burden of proof is 

on the prosecution to prove the case beyond a reasonable 

doubt and to a moral certainty, this would be something 

that would be moat fascinatinc to know about from a fact-

finding standpoint. 

Where are the people in this house? Where? 

Certainly the people she alluded to, What she did and so 

forth, it would seem like -- it would seem like these 

people could be brought to this courtroom in order to 

corroborate Linda Kasablan„ and certainly the prosecution, 

t4e District Attorney is well aware of the law of 

accomplices and the law of corroboration and all of 

that. • 

So clearly this testimony concerning this 

house and this -- they went out and took a picture of this 
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house - clearly this does not co;,robc)ratO Linda Xasabian. 

Here is another picture„ another' picture of 
4 

the same.  genera. area of Malibu. 

• 

-20 061  
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And here is a picture showing Linda Kasabian's 

statements concerning where Tex parked the car, and the 

path she says that she and the other girls and 11r. Watson 

:took in going over the fence. 

That clearly it not corroborative because of 

the fact that there is nothing except Linda Xasabiants 

statement concerning this picture. 

Here is a picture. These are pictures in the 

house. 

For instance, here iS a picture which is a 

picture of Mr. Sebring, which is a picture that thaws 
• 

a picture inside the house. 

Voir, we are looking at ,these pictures at this 

time because of the fact that the law of corroboration is 

what it is. I mean, these are bard pictures to look at. 

It is not pleasant. It is equally as unpleasant for me 

to talk about these pictures as it is for, I am sure, all 

of us to view these pictures. 

But the reason that we think that we should go 

into this is because of the emotional, the inflammatory 

nature of these pictures. 

We must not allow ourselves to --, whatever 

trial strategy or trial tactics may be, we are not here 

- from a tactical standpoint to try and fool anybody. 

Mat we are here to do. is to try, according with our 

rules of evidence and our law, to try to come to a just 
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verdict, and 'we think that the evidence in this case,  

clearly shows that Mr. Manson is not guilty of anything. 

We cart tippytoe around this evidence if we 

want to. If we want to, we can. But this picture is riot 

.snot .- corroborative of Linda Kasabian in any shape, 

manner or form. 

All that this picture does, it shows the 

fact that Hr. Sebring, passed away. 

As a matter of fact, the detail here, the 

showing of the rope and all of that, speaks eloquently 

o. Mr. Hansoms innocence because of the fact that there is 

nothing, there is nothing. in this record whatsoever that 

shows any kind of planning by Mr. Manson of what this 

picture purports to depict. 

So, I think that, we would agree, I think we 

would agree that this picture corroborates nothing. 

What it does, .what 	does, itt 'corroborates 

the prosecution. le desire to get a conviction for reasons 

that have nothing to da Vitt; 	. 

Now, we have this picture also here of Sharon 

Tate, a picture which is obviously not a good picture to 

look at, but we are going to look at it in the jury room, 

and I era sure all of us in the jury room are going to 

discuss it, and we are going to see whether or not it 

has anything to do with ]fix . Manson's guilt. 

And again, this picture, this particular 
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exhibit, Peoplesa Exhibit 106, is inflammatory only. 

'Now, I dontt know what the_estimates would be 

as to how long we would be discussing this case in the jury 

roam, and when you get this evidence; you get it, you have 

it before youy and those pictures will be there, and I am 

sure that this case is going to• be decided by those of 

us that are on the jury not based on trial tactics but 

based upon the evidence that the Court gives us and the law 

that is here, the law that the Court says is the law that 

applies. 

If we can view that pitture of Sharon Tate 

with the same objectivity and neutrality as we view People's 

Exhibit x.16, then we are discussing the case analytically 

and with objectivity. 

And this, of course, this picture of the 

mechanism that opens the gate, is a picture that doesn*t 

corroborate anything, concerning, Mr. Manson. 
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We look at these zmaller'pictures here. There is 

the steamer trunk4 Tliere is ;the door jamb, the b1ood, 

Another .picture of the door, 
• 

I am now referring to People's 110, 109, 1084 

A,pitture of the waIkway,i People's > 11. 

People's 112, the interior. 

peoplefe1131  which is thelOft. 

We have People's 114, which shows geography. 

People's 115, another smaller picture of 

'Sharon Tate. 

117. 

118)  'which is the geography. 

Arid 119, whieh shows internal geography. 

The nen exhibit that we have is People's 122, 

which shows -- you remember the testimony about People's 122 

Which .shows:  the grip. This is Where supposedly the.  grip 

Was found. 

XV is interesting, it is interesting because 

Linda Ka0abian testified concerning Mr. Frykowski and what 

occurred outside the house, she said 

It would seem. like, it would seem like that a 

type of blow -- in other words, if someone Was going to 

be stunned or if someone was going to be attacked, that 

the person would be attacked and stunned first, 

That is; the normal tendency Would be to hit 

someone over the head with the butt °tithe gun in order to 

9' 

11 
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make them Immobile. 

We can certainly think that that is a possibility, 

and when we consider the Ioeation,, the finding of this 

portion of the grip inside, the hogsei we think that this is 

added evidence of the fact that Linda Kasabian was inside 

of that house, 

Again, it i a matter. fOr.discussion. Certainly 
4- 	• 

it is not an open and shut situation.. We certainly are not 
• 

'saying that argument cannot b&madt,On'the'other'side of 

the fence, but when you consider the. location,of this grip, 

it certainly appears, it certainly appears that:if this AS 

the gun,that was used to hit Mr. FrYkoWSki over the head with, 

that this occurred inside the house, and it would appear, it 

would appear, when we,  look again at the reason that Linda 

1Casabian gives for not going into the house, when she. 

talks abalt at that instance she realizedthat Mr.'Manson 

Wasn't God, it Would certainly appear suspect. 

Here we have, in People's 120 and in 121, we 

have the grip,. It is Very -interesting. 

1 

• 	2. 

4 

5 

/ 

a'. 

9  

12, 

410 	14 

15 , 

16 

17 

:20 
	

gxcuse me just a minute while I get the, gun. 

21. 
	 Now, we have. this portion of the grip. And 

22 recognizing that -- certainly we all agree that there is 

23 something missing. 

-24 

	

	
Assuming for the' sake of argument that this gun is 

:the, gun that was used. No*, we then 'come to the question or' 

26 where is the rest of the grip? 
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If:you 100k at that screw around the grip, this 

particular porion here, do yQuIeslx  as yOujolaCe this 

together, de' you feel that this, as you try to place it 

back and forth, do you feel„th4tit is,Onalterably a, portion 

of this gun? 

I don't know. Thei,e were some 2700 guns, or 

thus and so, a certain number of guns made of this 

particular type. 

Now, what the pressure 	you see, we.get in,  

this courtroom, we get items of evidence that are distilled 

from we don't know exactly where. if yoU consider whether 

or not thiS particular grip is mated with this particular 

piece in the gun, if you Consider and just think about that, 

for a while, and put it together, and integrate that with 

Linda Kasablan.'s testimony,, which is, we think, significant, 

as to what she did with this* gun„ the says -- remember, when 

she comes to the witness stand and testifies, she already 

knows the posture of the evidence. We can assume, we 

can assume -- we don't have the benefit of any tape 

recording so far as Linda Xasablan's Interviews with the 

Los Angeles Police Department and Mr. Bugliosi are concerned 

but we can assume that Linda Kasabian has been spoken td 

for some considerable period of time, and it would seem 

likely that she also, it would seem reasonable, that She •  

also has been shown this gun and been asked various 

matters concerning it. 
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)3ut Linda Kasabian says she doesn't remeMber4  

she doesn't remember what happened to the gun. 

Nolf„, this is a pretty hefty, item. 

She remembers throwing out the kniVes, and she 

remembers all kinds of things:  Mit when it comes to the gun4  

she may or may not have thrown it but. 

_And the reason that Linda Kasabian doesn't 

remember is because of where 6he now knowiS this gun was 

found. 

It would take, when we looleat the pictures of 

the Weiss residence and We consider the road and we 

Consider that Linda Kasabian has already committed herself 

not to stopping particularly to throw out this .gun,, that ,is, 

if we look at her testimony, there A.0 to place Where she. 

testified that she specifically stopped to throw out the 

gun. 

And fora girl of her stat4re'td-throW out this 
17 ' 

gun and have it end up where it supposedly ended up at the 

WeiSs residence, these are things that we have to think about. 
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Because, you see, a case like this, there are 
pressUres. 

Now, we don't know, we are not alleging, we 

are not alleging that this gun is a fraud and a phony. 

Viet we are saying is that with the fantastic pressures that 

ate upon somebody, somewhere, to get a verdict in this 

ease notwithstanding anything, that it is not inconceivable. 

It is another factor for those of, us on the 

jury to talk about..  

There are other Bun.tline revolvers, other than 

the one that was allegedly at the Spahn Ranch. Mhen we 

have unlimited funds anything is possible. 

We cannot sit here and say that this gun is 

a Freud and a phony, but it seems to me, iteeems to me 

that with all of the emphasis on thit case, that there 

would be some kInd of microscopic studies, something to 

connect this grip With this gun. 

tie have microscopic studies that are -- I 

mean; we all knqw What oUrscienee.th today. 

Now, certainly somebody along the line -. 

you see, is there-corroboration: here? 'This is the point, 

you see, this -- this grip is found at the home, at the 

Tate home, and Uwe walk over it, We are likely to 

more or less -- there is a tendency on our part perhaps 

to take for granted that this grip belongs to this gun.. 

Now, I don't know, I don't know. 

I see -- t, see here this screw, this item here 
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on' the gun, bent. 

Now', recognizing that this is a piece of wood, 

I think our common sense would tell us that something 'has 

bent this screw. Now, this is not very romantic; it is not 

a 'Perry Mason type of thing, but the physical force that 

it took to bend this screw is something that is much greater 

than the bearing pressure of this particular grip, because 

it would seem like -- it would seen like if you are going 

to move metal that much, it would seem like the grip 'would, 

have been obliterated, that is, the wood, the wood would 

have been more than just split. 

There would have been a bearing force which 

would have crushed this wood. 

7e can think About that. 

But somehow or other, somehow or other,:  

this little screw portion has been deviated at a remarkable 

amount. 

sow, if someone were hit over the head with 

this weapon, and this grip ,just feel apart., that would be 

one thing. Something. has happened,, something has happened 

to this metal portion, this screw,- which was a force,. 

;which was a force a lot larger than this, the end of this--

the butt of this gun hitting a skull, a human skull., 

Also, why is this screw bent it the direction 

that it ,is. bent? It would seem like as if something were 

hit in that direction, that the screw would move in. the 

5-2 
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Opposite direction if it Was going to move. 

Again, this.all ts a matter of burden of 

reasonable doubt. 

there''something he -- is there something ; . a 

here -- is it just a lawyer talking or -- without any 

basis in fact -- or is there something of substance there 

Well, that is what we have to decide of this case, these 

kinds of questions. 

It is very very unusual -- it is very very 

unusual, and as you loolc at: this; as you look at this 

weapon it is hard to figure' out, 

Certainly the elements are not going to move 

it that way. You cannot say that being out in the brush 

could have moved 	the screw here is moveable, it 

goes up and down., so it could not have been too rusted. 

Men you, try to fit this into this gun, that 

is, the rest of this. gun, and try to make it tate, you 

have some difficulty as. you twist this screw around to 

try to do it. 

Now, if you take this screw off and put this 

piece right here, youtve got to remember that at some time 

this particular little item vas on the gun at the time 

that this piece of the grip was on the gun. 

The only thing that we can suggest is that 

-in deciding this case, maybe that is one of the things you 

talk about as to whether or not this gun is in fact a gun 
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that has anything to do with the case, because before, we 

can talk about corroboration we must first -- we must 

firat'lay the foundation, so to speak, that this gun has 

got anything to do with it. 

Macause.if this gun is not the gun involved, 

this .Precis $14A is not the' gun Involved, then of course 

cannOt-use it for anything, and there ate some questions• 

as to the usedf:this gun _and pieces. 

4 would seem lake A  it would seem like, 

as yoq look 	th-a4t . 6verything would fall apart. 

In other words rr  it other words, when, you 

look at these pieces here, it would' seem like all the 

pieces would be there at the same place underneath that 

chair or' close to the chair, certainly, 

hy aren't the other pieces there? 

Obviously these two exhibits do not fill up 

the whole space. Why aren't the other pieces somewhere 

in the vicinity of that chair? 

Certainly the Tate residence was gone over 

with a fine tooth comb. You don't see these other pieces 

near that chair. 

23 ' 

g4 

25 
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We have --,thisit People's -4,4 here is the 
• • 

watch; you heard the. testimony abqut his 'car. And that , 

certainly does not corroborate anything as tar as any 

criminal liability, is concerned. ' o 	
• 

 

Another pidtUre of the...geography.' I forget what • :. 
this picture is, but this is People"S1,36:, I cannot; 	

, • 

represent what .t. is, I don't recall this particular .picture., 

Here is People's 123, this certainly does not 

corroborate anything as far 4P 'criminal liability, goes. 

Thin it a picture•of the house 	oh, yes, this 

is the end of a communication wire that was testified to.. 

:That Certainly is not corroborative. Of any criminal 

liability,. 

It is kind of-  detailed, thi$ is. what -.4 we have 

4%-wealth of detail on triViain this °toe. I mean; cer- 

tainly' 	 not.taperecorder., Ihave. gone over 

the 'evidence and so. forth, some of these things, don't stick 

in your-mind, but it ii trivia. 

• :There aregreat --.( there are -- things are ' 

-given to us in greath depth that don't have any real 

'signifiCande. -They don't really tell us anything. ' 

- .140w0  sure„ a couple Of pictures of the wire 

'being eft, :sure; that's itportant„, but to, go into .a, great 

detail concerning that and not connect up -- connect up the 

,grip o f the,gUn. 

After all, there is an allegation here of seven 
. 

.counts of 'murder and a count of conspiracy; it would seem to 
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me - it Would seem to me that the scientific evidence we 

want is some kind of a connection _between what is found at 

the Tate house and what is found 16.,pthe Weiss residence. 

It would seem like 'that nould 'be semething to close in On, 
, r 	̂ 

But to, we have all kinds of 	 kinds;, 

of picturea.- 

Here is another pictIzre of this where the wire 

was cut.. This is People's 127. , 

More detail concerning th4 wire in COnnectiOn 

with the wire inside of the gate, 

More connection of the wire inside of the e  gate. 

Certainly that cte picture with the wire -- with 

the wire coming down woad tell us that the wires were 

cut, I mean, I'm sure somebody would say these wires were • 

cut, 

To have this.  kind of emphasis., givesit a syn.,  

thetic 	a synthetic appearance of veracity. 

Another picture of that front house, of the 

20 

4. 

22 

28 

. 	24 
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26 

garage. 

And another picture of the wire, another picture 

of the wire, another picture involving the wire, People's 

133. 

Still another one cOncerning the wire, and 

another one concerning the wire, People -.s 135, 

Another' picture concerning the wire; here is 

another picture concerning the wire, People's 136. 
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Now, we come to -- here is the watch4  and 

this watch, is it corroborative -- is it corroborative in 

any way, of anything Linda Kasabian has ever said? 

I am sure we agree that it is riot. 

Now we come to something, People's 140. Here is 

a picture that shows the knife. ThiS is Linda Kasabian's 

knife which is embedded -- which was found embedded in the 

chair. This is the correct way to look at the picture. 

Now, When we look at this knife, as we have said, 

this knife does not have any, blood on it. There is no blood 

on this knife. There i's' no question but What this knife, 

,based upon the prosetution's own evidence, was. found inside 

the house. 

Linda Kasabian tells us that, and I think it is 

Danny De Carlo who also mentioned about Linda Kasabian and 

the knife, no questionl.this knife has been with Linda 

Kasabian rot a long, lOng period of time. 

Ve have a situation where Linda Xasablan carried 

this knife with her everywhere she went'i She tells us 

she tells us that she save this knife to Susan Atkins. 

Do we 'believe that? Do we believe -- do we believe that? 

Qr does Linda Kasabian know at the-  time she is 

on the witness stand, does she know that the knife has 

been found instde the house? 

Linda Kasabian under no circumstances wants to 

be inside of that house, as far as testifying in this court-

room is concerned, so Linda Kasabian tells us what she has 
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told us. She tells us that ahe gave this knife to Susan 

2 Atkins, 

3 	
SUsan Atkins, according to the prosecution's 

4 viewpoint in this Case,. Susan Atkins, if you believe what 

the prosecution saysl  had some active part in these 

6 proceedings. 

Where is the blood on the knife? Where is the 

8 blood on the knife that Susan Atkins supposedly had? 

9. 
	 It would seem like -- it would seem like, all of 

IO us being flesh-and-bl\ood people, that what Linda Kasabian 

11 responded to waa a feeling of fear for her friend, Nr. 

12 Watson, and Linda Kasabian, in responding to that fear, for 

13 Nr4 Watson, went inside of this houses 

14 
	 Now actually, one of the facts, one of the things 

15 that we probably will want to decide is whether or not 

16 Linda Kasabian was inside of this house because really, if 

17' Linda Kasabian was inside of this house, as we think that 

18 She was, then we cannot use her testimony for anything 

19 .whatsoever, and what dawe, have other than Linda Kasabian's 

20 bare assertion that she did not go into the house? 
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What we have, for instance, is het knife. 

Now, if the prosecution was prosecuting Linda 

s 
	Kasabian for murder, if she was a defendant in this case, 

-4 
	do you think the prosecution would stand up here and state 

5• 
	that Linda Kasabianis knife was given to someone else? 

Or•  advocate that, really? 

Because this is what the prosecution is asking 

us, and this is really the heart, sort of, of what we are 

9 
	

all here for. 

21 ' 
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If Linda Kasabiants testimony -- well, let's 

take Dr. Katsuyama and Dr. Noguchi. There is evidence for 

you. when you come to as courtroom and you want to listen 

and you want to decide, and you have people like Dr. 

Katsuyama and Dr. Nogachi„ when you have that kind of 

evidence, you can operate on something, you can come to 

some kind, of a conclusion. 

But then when you have the prosecution wanting 

to take Linda Kasabian and finding no fault with her, 

that is, with -7 1 suppose when the prosecution gets up 

here and speaks to you again, they will say: Well, we 

are not' condoning what Ligda Kasabian did, lie are nbt 

condoning, seven murders and we are not condoning conspiracy;  

but 'we want you to believe her, *want you to- accept --

even though, we are not condoning what she did -- we want 

you to believe what she told 

This is what the prosecution is saying in this 
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If they would lot the chips drop where they may, 

if the prosecution vould come here and say: Well, we think 

Linda gasabian left that knift there., we think she did, 

we think t4at she is not being candid: But the prosecution 

is trying to take this evidence of Linda Kasabian's and 

make it look like it is absolutely 100 percent gospel. 

The question is: Can we rely, can we rely upon 

this kind of an assertion in deciding this case? 

.This 18 PeopleJs Exhibit 140, This People's 

txhibit 140 is circumstantial evidence of Linda Kasabian 

being inside of that house. 

It would appear, and you certainly can believe, 

that Linda Kasabian was inside that house, from the 

prosecution's viewpoint o what occurred here, and took 

people at' the point of that knife and led people around 

inside of that house -at the point of that knife, and 

God knows what. Maybe M. Garretson, Mr. Garretson, got 

up, hearing a noise, or someone el-se came to that house, 

and Linda had to get out of there very fast. 

This house is certainly not an establishment 

where nobody came to visit. It was the kind of place where 

these people had all kinds of friends and acquaintances, 

and.  there ib:nRreason in the world to expect, it is not 

unreasonable at all that someone else didn't come to this 

15 

16 

_ 	26 house, and 	 TAatztevo: she: ':as doing there, „ 
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recognizing that someone was there, or.whatever, or maybe 

she 'dropped this knife while she Wrote the word "Kew, the 

front door, 'whatever, these are various possibilitieS and 

they are various probabilities, but whatever Linda Kasabian 

was doing, she was inside that house, and she dropped her 

'knife there. 

Ws eau see, we can see fram Linda Kasabiants 

testimony, from her position in this case, that Linda 

Kasabian'is an advocate here. Linda Xasabian is not 

4 witness who has the neutrality and the detachment that 

Dr.Katsuyama and Dr. Uoguchi have. 

UlE COURT: We will take our recess at this time. 

Ladies and gentlemen, do not converse with 

anyone or form or mcpress any opinion regarding the case 

until it is finally submitted to you. 

The court will recess for. 15 minutes. 

(Recess.) 7 fls. 
18 
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R. KAY.: Your Honor, may we apprOach the bench for a 

moment? 

THE COURT: All counsel and jurors are present. 

Yes, you may Approach the bench. 

(The following proceedings were had at the 

bench out of the hearing of the Jury:} 

NF 1AY: Your Honor this is Alan Springer, our 

last witness. I wonder if you could order him back for the 

18th.  

THE COURT: You are Mr. Springer? 

MR, SPRINGER: Yes. , 

THE COURT: You are ordered to return to this court 

on January 18th at 9;QO a.m. without further order, subpoena, 

or notice. 

Do you understand, sir? 

MR. SPRINGER: I understand. 

THE COURT: Very well. 

(The following prodeedings were had in open court 

in the presence and hearing of the jury:) 

THE COURT: You.may continue, Mr. Kanarek. 

MR. 1ANAREK: Yes, ioa,  Honor, thank you. 

Ladies and gentlmen of the jury, we have had 

some -- I don't knOw--- I guess we have been here about 

six monthal  and ao what we'are trying to do is try to -- 

1 haVe beeh talking here a couple of days now, so there are 

highlights in synopsi;ing,diistillan$ and trying to make 
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, 
it shorter and shorter in connection with whatever we are 

speaking about here. 

We can approach it, try to be dramatic, talk about 

trial tactics and all of that. 

But Ithink it would be an Insult to your 

intelligence to put on some kind Of a show here, some kind 

of a -- some kind of a Vaudeville type performance, 

We will be the first to admit; we will be the 

first to admit that this kind of matter involving this kind 

of evidence is drudgery. It really is, and in the sense 

that it is an attempt to try and, go over many, many, liter-

ally thousands of pages of transcript, 
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Now, the.  genesis of this is what the prosecution 

has put on, here. 

the prosecUtion is trying to get a. certain 

result as a result of these proceedings. 

/t is something like-an Objection. Now, the-

genesis of an' objection is the queition, and even though, 

I mean, the Court in this case- has overruled many, many 

Objections that have been Wet  and. the Court, on the other 

handl  haS sustained "many obSectiOna that have been made, 

'Ob we have a tendendy to identify, to identify, with the 

objectOrc 

But if we look at it sort of in-perspective, 

perhaps;  perhaps the objector wouldn't have to make the 

objection it proper Oestions are. asked. 

And when the prosecution is hell bent on 

getting a result, come what may)  when they introduce the 

kind of evidence that we alluded to this morning 'concerning 

Mr. Flynn, well, it is up to the jury to deCide whether or 

not anything is relevant or material in the ultimate sense, 

but nevertheless, the beginning, the beginning here, is 

;what ,the prosecution has,,put oh f?y,'.iay of evidence. And 

for whatever that may be, Worth, for whatever that may be 

worth, we offer that by way-  of ikpIAnetioh. 

Now, referring to Volume 1140  which, is testimony 

of Mr. Wolfer, DeWayne Wolfer. 

_26 • 	 - . I think that thetrosecution may argUe, perhape4- 
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to us that Mr. Wolfer's testimony soMehow or other 

corroborates Linda Kasabian)  

We don't think that this testimony in any way,. 

shape or form corroborates Linda Xasabian because there is 

nothing in what Mr. Wolfer has saids  there is nothing that 

Mr. Wolfer did in this courtroom, that connects Mr, Manson 

with anything concerning these proceedings, 

But there is .a tendency sometimes to -- you 

have some evidenCe, and it may have no significance)  

and we may forget it, we may say; Well, it has -- what 

does it really prove? 

Mr, Wolfer starts out, and we had from him 

quite a lengthy dissertation about his background as to 

hat he did And what. he has done in the paSt. 

And for whatever it may be worth, for whatever it 

ay be worth, the prosecution is attempting, by this 

17 estimony„ to pull the wool over our eyes. 

The prosecution is trying to create a.facade of, 

19 uthenticity, a facade of veracity if they offer this kind 

20 f evidence, 

VOW, Mr. Wolfer went Out there, and supposedly the 

urpose was to determine whether or not shots could be heard 

here Mr. Garretson was located. 

• 	2: 
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1 
	 Now, the important:  aspect of Nr.Wolferis 

testimorW, it wOuld appear, is not the'fact that it, 

a _doesn't tell' us anything, , that there is nothing. there that 

we can rely upon, but the fact that the prosecution would 

do this, the fact that the prosecUtion WOuld put on this 

kind of evidence. 

' 	We can certainly feel .a little bit Seared about 

it: • 

The prosecution is advocating that from the 

testimony of this expert that ,we can fOreolose the - 

possibility of Mr. Garretson having heard. these shettl. 

now, the question, is in our minds,. are we con-

*v•inced that Mr.Garretson could not have heard these 

ShotS based` wen everything we heard here.in the courtroom 

and "based upon the testimony of Mr.:Wolferl This ff.'s the 

question, 

NPw, Page 12,847, and Page l2,850, i;e have -, 

_for instance, at 12,850 we have thee-purpOse why this 

gentleian and officer Dave Bucaer went to the Tate resi. 

dente: 

7(4, 	What'was the purpose of your going. 

there on that date .and time?°' 

• Now, We have thp crime of the-century5 thit is 

August 18th,' 1969. 

This is at a time when no one has been arrested 

except Mr. Oarretson„ and 	Garretson has subsequently, 
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been released, that iS,'he Vat released after he was 

arrested. 

Now, if we look at -. first of all, -- the 

evidence that was taken, what Wae doiw 14r afticar Wolfer?. 

I think we will all agree that that doesn't corroborate 

because in.  any event it doesn't connect Mr. ianson to any- , 

thing as far as the Tate -- as far as what we call the Tate 

killings are concerned. 

S0 it would seem to be withpUt question, it 

doeset elet- have to go On Our list for consideration 

that Mr, Wolfer*  whatever. Mr. 'Wolfer stated, that that may 

be"used,for any kind pf corroboration. 

The peOple who testified here concerning matters 

such as'thehearing of the word "help,011  or noises of that 

type about a mile from the Tate residence, that doesn't 

corroborate because of the fact that there is no showing of ' 

any -- of Mr. Manson being at the Tate residence, 

The prosecution does not even allege that 

Mr. Manson was at the Tate residence. 

And you, say, Nell, what is the purpose 	what 

His the purpose of Officer Wolfer's testimony?"- 

Ha went out there on August 18th, 1969; he went 

there to make tests: 

u4 	, What was the purpose of your ' 

.going there on, that date and time? 

To make tests. to see if certain 

6 
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"sounds could be heard at different positions 

at. that location." 

Haw, are we all agreed 7-:are We agreed that 
, 1 	- 

that type Of experiment, .',that type of a determination 

should be made by someone /who has 	ability tlis 

eome to this eourtroOm and-tell us'aOmpthing,reliablet, ; 

Or la the purpose of the proteoUtion :lh offering 
.; 

this evidence just to sort af muddy the waters, to just 

sort of throw something in here, Something that w6'dark 

:sort Of have in our mind, know that it occurred and obscure 

the issue? 

12 

14 

10. 

16 

17 

Because what has came to us by way of this 

expert, alleged expert testimony, doe0 nothing but Obscure . 

the issue, and I think we can -- I think that we ean come 

to that conclusion when we look at what occurred. 

The first thing at. Page 12,996, and that is why 

we offer the exact testimony here, and that is why we are 

doing. this somewhat -- is it likely, thoUgh, in terms of 

the prosecution, which has been before us here for 'some. 

six months, the point is it is the evidence itself, what 

is in thit transcript. that really caunts. 

I think what is in this transcript is much 

more significant than any speech or any kind of dissertation 

that 7 might. give, because this is.really what counts. 

On Page l2s,90 beginnIng at 12,905; 
ucl 	What was the purpose' of yoUr.going 

18 

19 

20' 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

20 

  

  

  

2 

4 

S 

6 

7 

a 

9 
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nto that address on that day? 

1/41. 	The purpose of my.  going to the 

address was to conduct sound tests to determine 

if a person firing a weapon could be heard in 

the back or rear portion of that residence, 

"in other word$,..there are. two houses on 

that location, and I was going t6 the back 

house• and around.the .114.4i and conduct some teats•  

by firing the 122; iii three•  :potitions in thi, 

outer house. 

You took a reVolvercith you, of 

Xes. 

What type of revolver did you take?" 

us It had it 9-1/2 inch barrel, and we used 

3 

4 

5 

• 

:8 
. 	- 

9,- 

10 

11 

2? 	1.3 

411 	14 

1.5 

16. 

11 

18: 

19' 

2a 

And this is an experiment talking, this is a man 

-- I don't know how many thousands of dollars the 

Los Angeles City Council spends for this kind of work: 

?fa 	What type of a revolver did you take? 

I took a. High Standard revolver with 

	

21- 	 Remington Golden .22 long rifle bullets." 

	

22 	 And then the prosecutor asket 

	

. 23 	 Are you sure you took A High Standard? 

24. You took a Colt, didn't you? 

.1: 	.25 	 I am sorry," 

	

26 	 Now, here we have the crime of the •century; 
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HO; 

I I% 

And this was a .22 caliber revolver? 

Yes, 

I show you People's 40 for 

10 

we have back in August of 1969, we have a purported expert 

2 interjecting immediately a variable into this situation, for 

no reason. 

And if the prosecution had not mentioned that 

about the Colt revolver, the witmss wOuld have talked 

about it being a High Standard: 

You took a Colt revolver with you? 

'I' 	I am sorry, that i5 correct. We 

took a Colt 9-1/2 inch revolver, and Remington 

Golden Bullets. 

You say a:9.;.1/2 inch revolver? 
' 	 • 	. 

Are you reforring to 'the length Of the barrel 

When you, say 9-1/2 inches? 

Yes. 

identification.- 

"What type af revolver is that? 

This it a High Standard .22 caliber 

long rifle revolver with 4 9-1/2 inch barrel." 

5 

6 , 

7 
8 • 

9. 

12. 

14 

:15 

16 

21 

22 

23.  

24'  

.25 • 

26. 
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Now, then, going 	well, before we do that, 

it would seem. like, it would seem like -- you know, that 

some time later, at some time later, they got this very gun. 

This very gun was obtained, supposedly. 

Why didn't they take this gun out there and 

fire it?' 

19 

Is there any reason,  and logic, ,or is there any 

reason why, When we want to put people, to do with people 

what they' want to 4O, in, this AtOurtroomi, we, have got the gun 

,bere4  the ,grip is somewhat broken, why not use the exact 

:gun? 
52 
	

Why do we have to go through the tortures of 
13 • what we went through in connection with this pupportdd 
14 ,expert? 
1'5 

16 

IT 

18 

_ 19 

20 

-21 
f 

gz 

23 

24 

• 
25 

26 

As we say, the City Council, the City council 

. of the City of Los ,Angeles, is unstinting. .We have a t.oEtt 

beautiful police' Building down- there. I am sure., with the 

affection that Mayor Yorty has for the. Police Department 

• and the affection that he has in connection with. their 

'doing their job, there is no problem In doing these things* 

There is no lack, of finances. 

So what do we have? We have the mast unusual 

.Situation that we could ever have in -a criminal trial4 We 

have ,the.  very gun involved„ and we are presentedt, we are 

presented,, with not only not this gun, with not only not 

the Iligh Standard but we are presented with a .22 Colt. 
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6' 
7 

8 

9 

10.  

11 

12. 

,14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

'21 

22' 

gs 

24 

25 ' 

26 

:Lo-'2 • 	• 

3 

4' 

20, 	070 - 

.In other words, what we have, what we have is they are 

laughing at 'us.' 

Mhat we, have are the pictures of Sharon Tate, 

-we have the blood and the gore, and they are saying to 

us int' MO they are insulting with. 'what they are doing -- they 

are saying to us': We wont you to bring in the result that 

we want and we -don't eare -- we don't care -- about really 

presenting. a case here. 14 we just present enough days of 

testimony and enough item's of evidence, well, sure, We 

will get the result we want, 

This is indicative, this is indicative of What 

is being foisted upon us in thia trial. 

If you sit back and think about it for a half 

' a second, it is incredible, it is beyond belief. 

And in connection with, this purported testimony, 

cross-examination,, the expert was asked: 

t'Officer, could you tell us, does 

sound travel, faster or slower as the temperature 

goes up 'au!d,  &ion of, the air? 

the temperature rises.*  or where the 

humidity` rises? 
.Right now we are talking about temperature. 

"As the temperature 'would rige, sound 

would consequently travel slower. 

"Pardon?' 

'It should travel slower. 
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7 

"Well, my question 	In other words, 

you say the higher the temperature, the smut gods 

faster or slower? 

'Weil,. the prokem isl-without raising 

the temperatt.re, we also have the problem of raising, 

of actual moisture.. 

-"Officer, let us assume that the moisture 

stays the same. I am asking only for the variation 

with temperature'. 

• "Does the sound travel faster as 

temperaturi goes up or is the speed of sound lower? 

"I cannot answer that." 

9 

10' 

13- 

14 

.15 

16 

17 

11) 

19! 

29 

gi; 

23 

24' 

25 

26 

4 
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A'few sentences earlier, where the question was 

asked: 

"As the temperature would rise, sound would 

consequently travel slower-, 

"Pardon? 

"It should travel slower." 

I meanl  within just a few. sentencea r  within 

just a few sentences, there is a diammetrical change In 

testimony from "I cannot answer that previously to "It 

should travel slower." 

"You don't know that? 

ishtt that, It Is a limited question, 

I cannot answer the question as.it is worded." 

Well., then we can decide!asftd whether or • 

not 'that queStioh that -was:worded is a. question which 

is incomprehensible for someone that is testgying'here in, 

connection with matters that are so vital. And the reason 

; there is vitality and neoessity 41cohnection.  with thiS 

kind of testimony is because of the position of D11% 

Garretson in these proceedings and the poSsibilIty of dther 

people being attracted and going into that house and seeing 

whatever happened there. 

And ao, we have .a situation here where this, 

what happened in this connection with these sounds,, is 

very, very important. 

And what we can expdct is that we would get the 

16 

18 

s• 

9 

TO.  

11. 

12 

14 

20 

21 

22 

• 28.  

. 24 

26. 

26 
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highest ciassof evidence possible in connection with that 

matter go that we can make an evaluation. 

tt 	You say that the question is 

an incomprehensible question to.  yoU? 

It isn't incomprehensible at 

all. I said it-is an incomplete question, an 

incomplete statement. 

it'My question doei not ask enough? 

nIt does riot have enough elements involved 

Well, let me ask you, There may be some unclear .  

questions. —There may be some unclear questions. And here 

:Is a man who, when we fitst had this gentleman on the 

:witness stand, he came,here as an expert to tell'us the 

ealswers,, as aPerson who is conducting scientific tests. 

He- has the prestige of the police department, 'of law 

enfordement; wrapped around his head.. 4 	• .,.: ,, z .:—. 	) 
- . Is this an inc4iptehensible question? I am - • 

asking only  only for the variation with .temperatUre DOeg the 
,„.. , 	 .., 	. . 

sound travel faster as .temperature goes up or iS the speed. 

Is that an incomprehensible question? 

Then we get to page 12,935.,, -After' tome:oolloqilY; 

.at Line 

right 

"Then my qUeStion is this: .As 'the 

 

 

 

4 

6 

 

'7 

 s• 

19 

11' 

14' 

16 

18 

10 

.26 

25 , 
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"temperature' in this container, goes upl  what 

2 	happens to the speed .of sound? 

"Does the speed of sound go up or does 

4 	 the speed of sound go down, or don't you know?" 

And then finally he says it: "I just don't 

know, , 

"You don't know?. 

8 	 "No," 

9 	 Then we,go on, Also at Pace 12,935. 

'Tow, you wore saying that you are an 

expert in acoustics.. 

"Isn't tha speed of sound — 

NI. 	Counsels  

tIQ 
	

May x 'inish, Of. 

"I am sorry." 

10 • 

12. 

• 1.3 

14 

15 

10 

17 

19 

20 

4 . 

22. 

  

• 23 

  

24 

.25 

26 

4 
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the•-speed of sound one of the 

2' : 

3 

' 

' 

13. 

; 	a5" 

16 • 

47,  

19 

20. 

21 • • 

23 

24,  

26 . 

•most important parameters in the field of acoustics? 

"Counsel,-may I 	you have two 'questions 

there. We will 'have to answer them individually. 

"I do not believe that at any time in 

this• courtroom that I have ever said that I was an 

expert in acoustics. 

"Then you *alt.  hold yourself .oat .as 

an expert in acouatics? 

"The second question - was the fact of 

the speed of sound, and the speed of sound is of 

an essence of a certain degree. A speed of sound 

• in a vacuum is one thing, of which counsel is 

trying to refer to.here, which'is 1160 to 1190 

feet per second. • 

"The consequences of acoustics involved 

in, this experiment could never be 'duplicated and, 

tor this particular reason, thether they were conducted 

at 12100 noon or 12:.00 midnight, or 1400 p.a.,; by  

experimentation 9f agoLlstima which I. have been 

involved in, I have never been able to identically 

reproduce acoustics by atmospheric conditions that 

were involved in this experiment. 

"This is from first-hand knowledge.i! 
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Page 12,9$6, at the bottom. 

"Then, Officer, what you are saying is 

that what .you went out to do is useless, it Was 

purposele04;Ayou: do't know when you get done whether 

'or riot' there is ,any kind of relationship between 

What you did and vb.a.t occurred on. some occasion 
„ 

-when allegedly balets were fired and people passed 

away 45 an result .of thesal)ulietS, being fired. 

is that right? 
t I 

."-That is partially right, yes. 

"However,. on the basis of that, if I 

,had- gone out and run the experiment and there was 

an obvious ability to hoar Qvez the levels -of the.  

4i, an obvious one., then .1 would have proved 

something.-” 

the question that we have here in connection 

with this testimony is: Can we use" this testimony for Any 

purpose? Cao.ve, in deciding this case? 

It would 'seem like, -- it 'is a very interesting 

question, a wry $..atetesting question from the standpoint,  

-of logic, as to whether or not Mr: Garretson heard these 

shots,, .beard ghat vas going• on.. 

'`. Supposedly, a man a mile away heard what gent 

'on...•He Came to this courtroom and testified, the man that 

was involved with. the girls' camping out, and all of that. 

Now, the question is, the question is: Did 

4 . 

7: 

9: 

1 

1.2 

33. 5 .  

15 

1.1 
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2 

:Mr. Garretson hear or did Mr. Garratson not hear? 

Because this is something that we. can forget 

3 about, this is something that may or may not have any 

4. significance in this case. Or could someone else have gone 

into dap house, 

jOe f113: 

7 

a 

• 10,  

u. - 

.12 

13 

.14 ; 

15 - 

X 

17 

13%. ; 

19 

20 

21 

22 

24 

2$ 
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The fact of the matter is that here is an 

opportunity, here is an opportunity on the'part of the 

prOsecution to bring to us evidence, testimony, that would 

be practically unbeatable. It would, be eVidende or testimony 

'that would .be like Dr. :atsuyama and Dr. Noguchi. 

Who can quarrel with Dr. KataUyams. and Dr. Noguchi in 

what they have done? They have done a job of.work, they 

.have done a piece of work, they have approached it in a 

scientific, a methodical, a way that is enViable. 

Now we also are preSented with this hodge-podge 

type of evidence. 'or what reason? For what reasonl 

There is no scarcity of funds on that side of the counsel 

table. 

Now the'prOseOUtion will undoubtedly present 

to ue when Mt. Bugliosi speaks again, the prosecution will 

undoubtedly sEgr: 'Weil, this is the kind Of thing that 

doesn0t require an expert. This is the kind of thing that. 

is the:kind:Of experiment where anybody could do it, You. 

don't need any kind of expertise to do it. 

Well, againt  this is for those of us on the 

jury to decide. 

I think our common sense tells us, our common 

sense tells us that if a gun is fired -- let is take the 

extreme case, lets say X have thisgue4:it'is loaded,, and • ,• 	•• 	- 
letta say that I fire it'‘, The extreMe'case„ let's say, 

s 	; 	I 

is right at, the ground level. 

• 

2;, 

4 

6 

.8 

9. 

10 

11. 

12 

13 

15 

16 

• ,17 

.18 . 

19 • 

'20 

.21 

22 

23 , 

• 24 

zs 

26 
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Let's say I put the gun down and I pulled the 

trigger. I think co non sense will tell us that that 

stifle the,sound, that- the sound level that came out 

• at that point would be much, much Ieaa than the sound level 

when I hold it level, and point it straight ahead. 

6- 	 300  the 'question that we have here, the question 

7 that we have here from the viewpoint of what we are 

t deciding in .this trial assuming fOr the sake of'argument - 

9 that this half-baked apprOach wasValid, is it conservative, 

io or is It 'something that we cannot depend upon? 

- .11 	 Obviously it is not conservative because when 

IZ 'the officer -- I believe it was Officer Butler 	when he is 

13 out there shooting this gun in an experiment on August the 

18th,, he is not shooting, the gun horiontally. 

15 	 Essentially, when lir. Parent was shot, Mr. Parent 

10 was on a level that 'Jae essentially 	he was at a place and 

At :Was shot in -such a way that the gun was essentially level. 

is :1!t was essentially horizontal .%Tith the grgund. 

19 	 NQW,0  when Officer Butler shot, not shooting level., 

- *'obViously he is not shooting, straight out when he is 	• 

. g performing this so-called experiment, he taxes the gun and 

4- 'he has acme kind of an angle with the ground as far as the 

.Z3 direction or this gun is concerned. 

11 	24. 

2,5 

26- 
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14 

11 

1.7 

48 

19 

22 

'24 

g6 

20, 100,  

So. therefore the experlxnent is not conservative 

because,  there &s a tendency to muffle the sound. 

,We will agree 	I 'think it is. a matter of 

common sense that there would be a tendency as he gets 'closer 

and closet and changes 'that direCtion to muffle this sound*  

.so that be, is trying to tell us, the gentleman• that testified 

concerning this,, he is ',trying to tell us that he had this 

sound level; he had this decibel meter, and'he had it so that 

he had it. up to 5, and 4„' and 3 and 2 and,l, and so forth, 

.and that this is being conservative. 

That, from the standpoint of No. 5, that 110 

platter what happened, the sound in, that little house vas' 

s sreat that he could not hear anything. 

Well, that again 'is for 'us •.to decide when we 

a-re in the' jury room. 

Can what :has been presented to you, can that be 

used ,to ,determitie,anything as far as the. 'location where Mx. 

Garret4ork ;•--'vher.e. he was, :whatever he was doingT 
t 	

We',s4g$eit:that it.0Annot 'be; We suggest that 

20, 
 it' cannot be used for any purpose be"catise of the unreliability 

the difference in the; time 'of 'day. 

This was done at noon. This was done around 

noon. These events, we are told, ocCurred at night. 

The background noise at night would clearly 

be. -- would clearly be less out in the Benedict Canyon 

area of West Los Angeles. 

25. • 

,4461114T111.••••••••••1.111•••••••M•1•1•1•Wilm.d.1•1. 	 
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3,  

4 

6 

7 

The time of day, the time of day is important, 

just for that reason alone. 

There are -- I mean, without delineating them 

Stith great particularity, there is a multitude, there is a 

multitude of reasons vhy these so-called tests that were 

run, are unreliable, 

The fact of the matter is that when these tests 

were made, Itm sure that xle all will recall that there wsnit 

even ; pencil put to a paper. 

At pne 12,952: 

"n 	Now, and is it also a fair statement that 

in going to the scene, or prior to going to the 

scene you made no determination as'  towhat the 

conditions of windows and doors -- I ara now 

-1$ 

19' 

21 

. 

23 

16. 

•.was exactly as it was round -- 

Nho told you that it was exactly as 

referring to open-Shut -'- on those premises 

"A 	No, that is not correct. 

asked about the windows being open. 

They said the scene was in its exact condition ag 

it was found, and as I recall the back door to, the 

rear residence was open and there were certain 

windows open. 
Q New, when they say that the condition 

25 
	

Emma 

26 
	

"A 	Sergeant -- I'm sorry, is that.the end 
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'of your question? I'm sorry, I did Aot mean to 

interrupt you. 
3 

 

I.Q 
	

No, Sp ahead. 
4 

6• 

8 . 

"A 	Yes, the situation was that Sergeant 

Deese also went to the scene with us, who was out 

there on the night of the incident)  and he opened 

the rear door and the rear windows, I believe, and 

reconditioned the scene to its original positions. 

110. 	You say he was out there on the night 

that these incidentsoccurred? 

 

"ati 	I believe he was. 1 was not there to 

see him, but I am more or less informed he was. 

"CI 	Officer, then when you went to the scene 

you went with what other officers? 
15 

 

H • 	 Well, no, this is not true. I took 

Officer Butler with me for the purpose of conducting 

my test, in addition to this we met Oaptain Martin, 

Sergeant Deese as well as there Were several other 

men there. 

Have you told us all the people that 

were there? 

	

HA 	No, 1 don/t know the names of the other 

persons. There were other officers there. 

	

, HQ 	I see, and when you came to the scene, 

what time of the day or night was• it? 

	

'IA 	On August the 18th it was at approximately 

16 

18 

119 

,20 

21- 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 
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112:00 noon, near that, itvasntt quite noon. 

It was prior to running the test, but it was in 

the vicinity of 12:00 noon: 

"Q 	All right, now, you told us, Officer, 

• that about the level 

YOti say the noise level was a certain 

'level *when yOu went there, is that correct? 

understand your question, If you 

mean vat there a background level 'df sound, there 

was, yes. 

"Q 	Is it -a faCt that the background level 

of sound changes with the time 'of day'? 

"A. 	That is correct." 

Now, we have.a police officer going to the 

scene. We have the police officer relying upon memorizing 

what happened with the decibel meter. 

sure. that we all recall where he said 

only involved four or five numbers," and. he than took 

these-- four or five laumbers and made a report, and the 

internal workings of the Police Department were such that 

the report that we got in this courtroom was in fact a 

report that was written by him just a few days before coming 

hero to testify.. 

He went down there. He supposedly was taking 

:scientific information. 

Now, at page 19,973 -- 12;973 -- 

10 

1,1 

12 

- 13 

14 

1$ 

16 

17.  

19 • 

20 

21 

• 
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tql 	Did you dictate a report on October the 

15th, 197Q, concerning these two sets of experiments?" 

This is at page 12,03, 

ItA 	I did not dictate any report. 

"Last Sunday; at the request of the 

.6 
	

District Attorney, I took these reports home with 

me, sat &Ion in my own kitchen on the evening of --

when •vas it -- October the •4th, at which time I 

handwrote the report" 

VW, this is on experiments in connection with 

the crime of the century viherein the experiments took 

place on August the 18th,, 1569: 

"I took it to the secretary who typed 

it for me on October the 5th, arid brought it directly 

over and 'headed it. to Mr. liugliosi. 

"qi 	Now, directing your attention to your 

dictation :of this report. 

4This dictation atd not take place on 

.A.ugus.'t the 18th, 1969,, correct? 
. 	 • 	 .1 

it  110'2,  it' ttd nOt`. .`It Vas a few days ' 

,after that. 

22 

' 23. 

And .*dp' .-you have .y* olir notes, Officer, 

the notes thatjou- took, concerning, these experiments? 

"A 	r :cip not have :any' 'notes, no, 

:TO did not retiiin. "'^e- may I withdraw 

that. 
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"Is it a fact.  that yekt did riot make any 

2 
	 notes when you were at the scene? 

'A 	That is possible. I am not saying that 

I did or I did net, but that is possible. 
it Q 	In other words, it is possible that yoU 

7 

went to the scene where allegedly there were five 

-murders, five people passed away, you went to the 

scene and it is possible that yOu did not put 

anything down on paper? 

Well, it is highly possible, yes. 11A 

1°7 

18 

19, 

29: 

41 ' 

GG 

`23; . 

Z4;  

' 	a 
s'e 

24, 1,0S 
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At Page 12094: 

When yoU measure a foot, that has 

a measurement of inches, does it not? 

That io a physical' foot,, that is 
correct, 

114 	Now, a decibel, in the S-cientific 

world, is a number, right? 

It, is a number, but it Is not 4 

physical measureMent," 

10' 	 Well., we don't have to lose our -- we don't have 

11 p lose our sanity or our reason when we become jurors. 

'When we are thinking about this, let's figure 

is 'cut, is the measurement of sound,. is it a physical measure- 

14 went or isn't it? 

15 	 ' Maybe it is something for us to think about in 

16 ,:connection' with this very important area Of the prosecution's 

77 calm. 

rs 	 If the tessurement,of sound is not as physical 

49 measurement,,the intensity of.  sound, 00d knows what is! 

And here we have ,-,, we have the person testifying 

who is the expert.. This is the evidence' that is going to 

22.determine for us whether or not sOmeone'in that back house 

2a. could hear it, and this person is telling 0 that the 

24 IIJ  e4sUrement of the intensity of sound is not a physical 

25 r easuroment. That is for us to decide, as to whether or not 
or not 

t is a measurement, whether/it is a physical measurement. 
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18• 

..19' 
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- 
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And the reason that we suggest that this is 

2 ..important is.  because of the fact in Southern California 
111 	we are endowed with all kinds -- all kinds "a expertise. 

• 4 	 We have,got the OnlyerSity of Southern California. 

5 'we have get UCLA:, we have, got the colleges Out at Claremont; 

6 :we have got -- there is no lack of information in connection 

7. 'with this field of acoustics. 

We have aircraft factories, experts in the aero- 
., 

spaCe industry; we have people who know how souhd.OPerateb. 

There is no problem in getting that kind of 

evidence here if somebody wants to get it here. 

Instead of dealing with trivia4,we could have --

we could have the kind of evidence that we could rely upon. 

This is so important in this case, as to 

Garretsot., that we should have a layout of that house. 

We should have,/  instead of bare statements, we 

should have the doors and the windows, and we should have 

the setup laid out for us the way they have laid out other 

things in great detail. 

Money has been.Spent pn exhibits, on other things 

that have ,taken place in this Case., and then we could have 

some experiment come up here and he could testify as to how 

sound would travel as, it left the muzzle of this gun. 

'That could be done,, lhat would not take any 

great -- it wouldn't require any fantastic expenditure of 

energy, time or money, if this was desirable, 
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But you see, it is. not desirable; it is not 

desirable. 'We want to forget about Mt. Garretson, we want 

to forget about the possibility Of anybody else being in 

that house Or in that area notwithstanding the feat that 

these were very, gregarious people, notwithstanding the fact 

that they had 100 Of friends; that they had lots of 

acquaintances, and we have a right to., believe that they 

were somewhat informal it thqir life style: 

'We have a right%o,believe that pepple 
k 	* 	 * 	 . 

was not, I ata sure -- someone dtopping in.  a% the 	horde`  

1s.- notthe sort of thing that would. cause donsternatiOn 

anyOnefa 

But no, instead of, giving Ud- somethingthat 

pan rely upon, we are given this kind of information. 

rs 	 We are.  given the broad conclusiOn„ and when we are 

- 	, 16 given that kind of conclusion in a case where, in connection 

17 with the -glasses, they sent circulars all over the world; 

18 in connection, with the, gun they Sent circulars all over 

.3.9.the world to try and rihd the.  gun that they tell us now Was 

20 reposing with the Los Angeles Police Department all the 

21 time. 

22, 	 Well, how many "mistakes." can we wipe off and, 

p-  forget about when people,  are charged with these kinds of 

24 crimes? 

How many Of these kinds of mistakes are really 

mistakes? We have to dedide; that is part of 

.25 

26 
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1 

 

Circumstances. How Many mistakes can we z.ay are• in fact 

mittakest 

 

• 
2 

 

   

some of them may be mistakes; some of them may 

be calculated mistakes; :some of themi may be -.. may be here 

for-the purpose of getting a result at any price, because 

the crowds in the streets are calling for a guilty verdict, 

because the people in some way or another, somehow or other, 

the people in this community and in the world are supposed 

to think in terms of guilty.•  

That is the kind of-atmosphere that this trial 

is taking place in. 

$p we have to be ve'y, very, very cautious; we 

have tO be very, very cautious in determining whether some-

thing that is sUpposedly juat human error is in fact human 

error or is it something that is there by design? 

 

4 ' 

' 6 

7 

 

 

8 

9 •  

I0 

11 ' 

12 

14. 

• 

12 . 
.15 • 

.7. 

18' 

20 

21  

24 

25- 
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Thi is the tas.that,We.have- before us it 

,xeciding this case. 

The French lieVolutibn, fin,  instances.  that ;took , 
place because people,, people, the kind of people that made 

up the French Revolutions  were', ust ordinary people who. 

got very unhappy, who got very unhappy with what was, going 

on around them. 

Nov, we have in this situation some people who 

are,reacting, who are reacting towards the kind of people 

thatlive.at the Spahn Rach, 

They° are reactinG, they are overreacting towards 

these people, so that they want to show that these people 

are murderers. They want to show that this type of element, 

that this type of person in our society is dangerous. 

And what better, way to show that this type of 

element is dangerous than to get Nr. Manson found 'guilty, 

Whether he is guilty or not. 

There are people that instead of solving the 

problem of these young; people who are nomadic, who are going 

from place to place living in communes, instead of solving 

the problem, some people want us to eliminate them and 

the best way to do it 	talk about a race war, talk about 

a race war ... what better way to trigger off)  to trigger 

off an attitude towards hippies than to have Charles 

Manson found guilty. 

That would be the rationale for some zealots 1;9. 

3. 

-5 

6

7  

a. 

9 

11 

14 

15 

16 

18 

1R 

20 

21 

22, 

24 

• 25 . 

26, 
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'go out and shoot people on the street who happen to have 

'long hair and who happen tO wear their clothes in a certain 

way. 
a 

Why?' Beckuse Mr. Manson is supposedly the man 
4 

that is the chief of something,going on at the Spahn Ranch, 
5 

that will give us a license to shoot them all. 
6 

And that is the danger that we have in this 
7 

8 
prosecution. That is the danger that we have in this 

9 
prosecAtion, is this 'kind of a chain reaction. 

-Me fact of the matter is, long before Mr. Manson, 

long before Mr. Manson was ever put into custody in 1969, 

and long' before 1969, we have had confrontations in this 

country in connection with blacks and Whites. 

We had the Watts Riots. What greater confroh-7. 

tation was there between blacks and whites than there was in 

the Watts Riots of 1965 when white firemen were being fired 

upon by black people, white firemen that were down there 

trying, to save, trying to save the homes from being burned)  

trying to save everything in that area from being burned.. 
19 

There was a confrontation. I don't know who was 
211 

right and who was wrong. It is beyond me. I am not a 

22 
sociOlogiSt, I am not a psychiatrist. I don't pretend to be. 

But the faCt Of the matter is that the race war was triggered 
23•  

24 
long before Charles Manson ever got arrested)  or long before 

1969 ever came into the picture. 

26 

124 
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As a matter of fact, if we lodk at what has 

been going on in this country fox the last few years, 

let's say we go ahead 500 or a thoutand years, and then 

let's Say some historian, a thousand years from now, looks 

back,. Is he going to say that there were race wars gang 

on in 1965? Certainly he is. 

]hat happened in Chicago? And what happened 

in Rochester? And what happened in Seattle? There have 

been confrontations between blacks and Whites. We don't 

need Charles Manson for that. 

The confrontation has been going on in a very 

active sense of the word for some ten, or fifteen years, 

really actively, and this synthetic, this synthetic race 

Vat, this synthetic issue that the prosecution, for some 

reason or other, insists on foisting upon us, means that 

0, have got to look at the evidence carefully. It means•  

that this is not the case that is being handled in another 

department of the Superior Court where practically nobody 

comes into the courtroom; the jury tomes in and decides 

the case;'and it more or less is a kind of situation where 

you have an approach to objectivity. 

But in this case, where you get an officer 

saying to,a witness: Tell me what I want to hear because 

this is the crime of the century, and you know who we want 

to get, you know the man we want to get; that is the context 

26 that this trial has been conducted in. 

5 

6 

12a-1 
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And go, we have to look with great suspicion 

at some of these rungs, some of the most glaring kinds 

AXE things that have taken place in this Case, because of 

the fact that there is the tendency, the human tendency 

on the part of the officers to want ta get a certain 

result,• axed the tendency,.then, to fudge a little bit, . 

perhaps. 

14ow, again, it is for the jury to decide 

Miletber;what l am saying has any merit or not. Those of us 

on the jury'arethe,Oftes to determine whether or not what . 

we are saying here is of 	significance. 

The.factotthe matter is ihat'there i$ fantastic 

pressures to get a guilty verdict at any price in this case. 

When we lodk at the' testimony of Mr. Gartetson,-

this is way back at the beginning of this trial when we 

look at what he said in connection with the condition of the 

pound, where he was located 

THE CO TI We will recess at this time, Mr. Acanarek. 

Ladies and gentlemen, Ab-nat converse with  
anyone or. form or express any opinion regarding the case 

until it .is finally submitted to you. , 

The court is recessed until 1:4$. . 

(Whereupon at 11:59 o-'clock a.m. the court 

was in. recess.), 
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A 	 LOS ANGELES, CALIFORIIIA TUESDAY, JANUARY 5s 1970 

2 
	 1:49 P.M. 

3 

4 	 (Tho followints proeeedings occur in open court. 

11 jurors present. All counsel, except fir. Hughes present, 

efendants absent': 

TM COURT: All counsel and Jurors ara present, 

8 	 You may continue, ;Kr. Kanarek. 

9 

	

	R. KANAREg: Good afternoon'  ladies and, gentlemen,* 

In, considering the case, of course we have to 

onsider the motives of peOple who are witnesaes,and we have 

12 o consider the fact, for instance, of the-intensity of the 

. 28 nvestigation ofthis. ease. 

14 	 Now, we have a right to believe -- it I may advert 

xs or a moment to this diagram, which think is People's 

16 Xhibit 

17 	MR. FITZGERALD: 98. 

28 	MR, IANAREK: -- People's 98. Thank you, Mr, 

19 itzgerald. 

26 	 This area ,- I think we are all pretty familiar 

21 ith Southern California and this kind. of an area wherein 

22 house like'the Tate residence is located -- there isn't 

21t e density of homes that there would be as We have spoken of 

gi Other parts of Southern California. 

25 	 We have a right to believe that because of the 

- 26i tensity of this investigation, that the entire area, all 
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• 
table the clothes that were purportedly foUnd.':, ' 

.19 

12 

fa 

20. 

21 

23 

N ' 

• 

26 

3 

0 

of the homes from 1005.0 0i0.0 Drives  all of the homes in 

this, genera: area., were homes that were visited by police 

officerssby investigators,. 
• 

It is unreasonable.t01- assume otherwise in view 
$. 

of what We know about this' oa0e* 	 , 	, • .. . 	. 	., 

Now, in the 11-gh  t of this exhibits  1 think it is' 

interesting to oonsider the testimony pf.Mr.lting Baggott,... 

who A.s the gentleman wio round . X haVe •over there on the. 

Now, Mr. Baggott was a gentleman who works for 

KABC TV, and his actual testimonrs  I think, is very 

significant,. It .is. a circumstance in this case. 
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13 	s 	 BecaUse we have immediately after these 

events occurred, we have every reason to believe, in fact 

3  :the evidence, shows 1.04  that there, was t4is intense investi. 

4 ration looking for the weapons. , 

s 	 And to the area. around eie10,.10050 Ciele Drive, 

4 s an area that was very intensely ScrUtir;Ued, and 	
r. 

 

. Basgott testified, that his occupation*  ono Page 9,016; 

$ olume 700  that his occupation is that Of- a newsreel 

9 ameraman: 

:10 	 arra 	And directing 7otir  attention tQ 

11 • 	December 15th, 1969, what Was yOur business 

12 	 or occupation on that date?" 

1 	 Remember that the Grand jury indictment came Out 

110 	14 ft December the 8th, so this is a weelclator. 

was a newsreel cameraman for ABG., 

. 	 o4 	How long have you been a newsreel 

rt 	cameraman as of December 15th, 1969-? 

18 	 ApprOximately five years. 

Directing your attention to the 

20 	afternoon of that date, did you haVe a 

21 	particular assignment? 

yes, we did. 

"Q 	And when, yoU speak of we, who else 

are you talking about, sir? 

tr.& 	I was in the company of a reporter 

Al Wiman„ and sound man Eddie Baker. 
• 
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7 

Ira 	How do you spell Wiman? 

W-i-m-a-n. 

tt iR, 	Did you have occasion to.-  go to 

the vicinity of an address at 10050 Oleic) 

Drive in the City and County of Los Angeles? 

Yes, we did.. 
" 

Approximately what'time Of the day 

or night was itI that'yoU went there, ,sir? 

,Appie6xiiilateli about 5:00,17 401Ockv 

ft4 • 	1.144., is that right? 

ttx 	Pardon me? 	 s : 

tfQ, 	P.M.? 

1,4 

04 • Do you recall who,. if anyone, was 

driVing2 

i was. 
fig 	And did you then proceed in any 

direction from that address at 10050 Cielo 

We proceeded down the hill and made 
20 

a right turn,. which would •be s4uth." 

-24 
t rn south to, SO towards Sunset. 

' 	25 
"4 	That, gets you to Sunset Boulevard, 

21 
Inother wOrds,, what he Is Baying is that theY 

• 22 
4 e down the bill from Cielo Drive and turned south-. 

23 
We don't see it on thia map, but anyway you 

26 
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3 

4 

' 	6 

7 

.8 

9,  

10- ' 

12 

14 

His that.correct/ 

That s correct, 

What happened after that, sir? 

ft.& 	We turned around and went back to 

the house again, 

Then you actually Want right up to 

the• gate of 10050 Cielo Drive again? 

nA. 	We dia, sir. 

nia 	Then did you come down the hill? 

We did, sir.' 
I 	 . 

• 

:Then .4d you turn left before going 

north? 

We d.d, sir. 
. 	. 

114 	Did you proeeed 'at any rapid speed t .  

op do you recall the speed yott proceeded at? 

Approximately 35.  miles an hour, 

"4 	And I take it it was still daylight 

at'that time? 

"A. 	Yes, it was. 

"4 • 	Bearing in mind December 15th, 

daylight ends at about 5:00 o'clock. 

Right,' correct. 

Did you come to a certain location 

on a road wherein your car stopped? 

We did. 

114 	What was that address, if you know?- 
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Approximately, l believe, it waa 

zip 

,22 

23 . 

2901; I am not quite certain,. 

114 	Directing yoUr attention to this 

Map, here, Exhibit No w  98, can you see it from 

where you are sitting on the witness stand? 

if , 	No, I Cannot. 

All right, can you See the place I 

am pointing at as 10.050' Cielopriye from where 

you 'axe Sitting? 1 	• 	. 

trii4 	Yes, r can. 

Now, tracing mt finger north on 

Benedict Canyon all the mart() a loop aid down 

to a sqUare that is -marked 2901iesidence*, is 

that the area that you Stopped? 

"A. 	Yes, sir, 

nct 	NoW„ is there any particular service 

station there or any particular break in.  the road 

there or 

That is approximately the first 

break in the road where yOu are allowed to get 

off' Benedict Canyon onto a shoulder off the road. 

V; 	 And this shoulder, was it asphalt, 

dirt Or what? 

1111 	

-2 

3 

4. 

s. 

 

6' 

 7 

14' 

10 

11 

12•  

13 • 

- 14  

16 

17 

19' 

It was dirt. 

At that place did your car come to an 

absolute halt? 

25 . 

26 
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Yes, air." 

13a 	:2 	 Now, what 'we have here, we have a man testifying 

Ili 	3  - that he left the Cielo' address and he stopped at the first. . 
, 

4 place that he could atop where there was
„ 

 Ailk 'Shoulder on the 

. t  : road, 

Now again, that j... for us t4 deii4e when lire!axe: 

7 on the jury in this case„ "what we have to decide 134  is 
. 	• 	., 

there any reason whatsoever, is there any reaton, whatsoever, 

9 

10 

11 

1Z 

• ' 14 

15 

why apolice investigation -- remember, this is sour months

later; remember, the intensity 'with which thie'Cati:e 

being .inVestigated„ not finding that clothing, if that 

oltithing was there, is equivalent in a police investigation 

of this type or not arresting a suspect when you see him 

committing robbery. 

It is that kind of a situation because the area 

is Just perm eated -- it ia permeated with police offiters. 

What were they doing? We have every' reassri to 

believe, :certainly, that they were doing their job, The 

proseeutiOn certainly wouldn't want us to believe that -,- and 

4 TV man Sends out;  that' is, the new3 editor, supposedly 

of a Watation, sends out his man and this Is what they 

come up. with. . 

• Well, again, this is something -- this is 

zomethIngt0 consider. Is it something that is just a 

mistake? Is it something that is just a Mistake, or is it 

a planned mistake? 

17 

19 

20 

21. 

22 

24 

410 	25, 

26 
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is 	 I mean, we cannot suggest  anything except what 

2- the evidence says bete, but the evidence is more significant 

pardon me --A- the Significance of.  the- evidence is, Are 

than just that which is typewritten upon this transcript. 

The significance, or the circumstances surround-- 

6 ing all of this, can we belieVe 	can we believe that that 

7 bundle of clothing that we see there on the counsel table, 

that that was not found at the very first shoulder, the 

very first place that -a car could come to a stop and do 

xo . sotething, if One were leaving 1D054 Ctelo Drive? 

Is this evidence somehow, evidence that is 

12 being supplied us in order to create a result, a tendency 

Iv to want to bring to us a certain Situation so that we will 

111 	i4 do the prosecutionlo bidding? - 

15-. 	 now, we all know, I mean 4t is common. knowledge, 

3.6 . certainly we are all agreed that newsmen, ,TV men, people of 

17 'the mass media have Very Close rapport*  very good relat4m- 

is Ships, 

  

19 	 They promote good relationihips •With the .police 

20 department, for instance, with the LosAngeles Policer. 

21 Department, 

22 

23 

24 

25 

1:1! 	26 

'Whatever that circumstance is, this is the fact 

of life that I am sure we agree is in fact,' a fact of life. 

Does that situation smell? That is for those of 

us On the jury to determine. 
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It is something that defies the imagination. 

It is something that,— it is clothing that is not found 

miles away,- it.is 'clothing that is found at the first, the 

very firit place that you can 'stop a car conveniently, 1 

supposre,'nnd not block the road when ybu, leave -Melo Drive. 

MR. WM:MEI: -There , is no evidence- of that, your 

Honor. He is arguingoutside tie 'evidence There is 

abSolutely no evidence of that at all. 

MR. KANAREK: Your honor, theie is, believe, 

It is very legitimate inference. 

I have the language' here: "That is approximate', 

the.first-breale -- 

TEE COURT: An inference is one thing, Bt. Kanarek, 

a Ct4tement of fact is another. 

Axe you contending that there is evidence in 

the record of that/ 

MR. KAAREK: -1 believe this is a fair infereace'from 

the record, your honor. 

THE COURT: You nre not stating that the evidence so 

indicates; is that right? 

MR. UNARM What i& your Honor's question? 

THE COURT: I say, you aro not contending that the 

evidence so indicates? 

MR. UNARM Yes, I am contending that the evidence 

so indicates. 

TIE-COURT: Where in the record? 
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ICANAREIct Right from this language, your HonOr: 

in other words, the written words says; "That 

is approximately the first, break in the road." 

. 	rage 9019, Volume 70, 'yotir Honor.' 

'THE COURT: al Ttght.- 
NR: . -X.ANAREK: "That is approximately the first break 

in •tb,a road where yoU. are allowed' to get off' Benedict -Canyon 

onto a .840W:der off the road," 

Vat, EUGLii0$1: That is on, Benedict canyon. 

He Said ilia first place from the Tate residence$ 

and there 	no eVidence to that effect; 

Ws KAMM Well w w.  

THE COURT: I don,-t have to hear argument. 
- 	Confine your argument to , the eVidenCe. The 

jury heard the testimony. 

. MR. WARM, /0k4. 

Ladies' sand gentlemen,*we b.ave a map here. 
• 

t 'know bow to do •this.,_ Obvioualy that is north.' -The 

taps 	, hete for you. to topsider. • 

.This avidence certainly isnit, whatever, is 

set forth here' is what I am reading to- Y'ou, and if you; 

feel that What I am telling,',you•is not'',so or there, is a. 

different inference, we are only Suggesting here, we are 

not 'eXhorting and we are not demanding., we are only suggestin 

and if there is some kind of inference that someone, someone 

of us that tire "on the jury can make)  'Certainly/ . that is fair 

1.44-a 	1 
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10 

tb cliscusgtitat infrenCe. 

But there is nothing ih this record, nothing in 
•, 	• 

this recor‘t0,show any.  .difference„ and we have every reason 

to -believe that the prosecution, .that the prosecution, in 

emtaection with this evidence; if there was some other kind 

of inference that could be made 'from the geography, we 

'would have that evidence here before us, because this IS the 

most incredible of circumstances that this big bundle of 

Clothes that close to Sharon Tatel8 home is clothing that 

*wasWt found for some months later, and it is found by a 

TV arew4 

12 
	

And significantly, only one of the TV crew ts 

14a 41a, 

is bought." here to testify. 

14 

15 

16 

18 

19, 
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"Ana this shoulder, vas it asphalt, 

dirt or vha:t? 

"It was dirt. 
• • 

"At that place did your car come to 

an absolute halt? 

"Yes, sir. 

"Did you exit the car? 

'Yes, sir,k" 

Now, the man is saying that he exited the car, 

and certainly the legitimate inference from that testimony 

is that he existed the car looking for these clothes. 

Be is down there, he is there on a T\ mission. 

He stops the car at this particular place, and lo and behold, 

he finds what he is lodkingfor. 

Now, that is pretty good news. That is almost—,  

it is almost unbelievable. 

"At that place did your car come to 

an absolute halt? 

"Yes, sir. 

"ad you exit the car? 

"Yes, sir. 

" that happened next? 

"I looked over the road and we saw 

some clothing. 't 

So, we have a TV man stopping at the first 

place that he can. Be is looking for something, and he 
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finds it, in connectianiwitIcthe Brime of the century." 

It is for us to decide when we are on this 

jury as to whether this has any Significance or not. 

°I looked over the road and was= 

some clothing. 

"Did you spe it yourself? 

"Yes, sir. 

'Mat type of clothing did you see 

at that time? 

"All we could see was a little patch 

of black, black clothing. 	. 

"You keep using the Iwet; is this an 

editorial t vel? 

"Yes, it is -- I. 

"Did you see the black pile? 

"I saw the black pile. 

"Could you tell us bow-far down the 

hill you noticed this? 

"Approximately 50 feet. 

"And. what is the angle of the hill at 

that location? 

"Again, approximately, 30 or 35 degrees. 

"Did you then go down to that location 

where you saw what appeared to be clothing? 

"Yes, I did. 

"Row soon after seeing it? 

I4a-2 

2 

4 

5 

a 
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14a-3 
• 2 

4 
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10 

11 

12 ' 
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15 
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17 

18 

19 

zo 

21 

22 

23 

"Immediately." 

Now, Uwe have in mind that these events 

were supposed to have taken place in the County of Los 

Angeles, in West Los Angeles, on or about August the 8th 

or 9th, 1969, the summer months, there is, nothing in this 

record for us to indicate that that wasntt anything but an 

ordinary nide clear summer night. 

The man. who testified concerning hearing the 

noise, the man a mile away who heard the "Help," and so 

forth, the noise that,  he heard, that man said that it was 

this night. The prosecutionls own 'witness says that. 

SD)  clearly, this maS a beautiful clear 

Southern California night, and there is nothing in here 

to indicate any rain or anything like that in subsequent 

days• 

This clothing, we can fairly infer, was not 

there that night. 

-We must fairly infer that from the search that 

vent on. Where mould the police officers top? 

If the first place they could have stopped was 

the shoulder of this road, then the police officers would 

have had to have stopped there, 	the same way that this 

gentleman is testifying as to what he did. 

14b fls. 24  
• 25 

26 
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And it is significant here, he went down to 

Sunset Boulevard and then he came back, and then he went 

the other way. 

Did he get some kind of a tip that that 

clothing was there? Did somebody let him know that some- 

thing to do maybe with this case was there? 

Well, ve can't represent that that is so. 

But is is part and parcel of the uncertainty, it is part ' 

and parcel of one of the considerations that we must give 

in connection with this clothing. 

f'urthermor'e, and this again we want to emphasize 

again, this is only done by way of illustration,and it is 

done to show the prosecution's perspective in this case, 

wave don't represent Patricia Krenwinkel. or Susan Atkins 

or Leslie Van Houten, but why didn't the prosecution ask 

somebody to put on that clothing and see if it fit? 

They have asked for handwriting exemplars. 

Why didn't somebody bring that up, see if that clothing 

fits anybody? 

W. Watson was in this courtroom. Why idn't 
somebody ask him to try on the clothing and see if it fit? 

Does that smell or doesn't it?' 

It is up to us to decide as to whether or not 

somebody is trying to pill some clothing over our eyes, 

so to speak, because it is unbelievable that this clothing 

Which has been made so much. of in this courtroom, that there 
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wouldn,t be some attempt, ox something or other, to see 

if it has got anything to do 'with these defendants. 

Or was this a publicity stunt? Because am 

sure that the advertisers of KABC TV got the benefit of 

this find on that evening in December of 1969. 

"Did you then go down to that location 

where you saw what appeared to be clothing? 

"Yes, I did. 

"How soon after seeing it? 

"Immediately. 

"Then when you got back, what., if 

anything, did you. notice? 

"I noticed that it was several, clothes, 

instead off'' just the one black cloth we could see 

from up above. 

"Do you. recall now how many different 

items of clothing you notidea et that partiOular, 

time? 

"Approximately, again, three pairs'of 

. pants, three shirts and a sweatshirt," 

And then there were photographs shown by Ht. 

Stovitz to the witness. 

°I show you 191-A, and ask you, do you 
knot what is depicted in that photograph? 

"Yes,. I do. 

"What is that, sir? 

14b---2 
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"A pair of Levis. 
, And is that the pair of Levis that 

you saw in the exact condition that you saw it 

on December 15th, 1969? 

"Yes, it is.' 

if we look at these pictures, ladies and 

gentlemen, these pictures show that this clothing was in 

plain view. 

NOwthose are not gruesome pictures. These 

are just the pictures of the :clothing. 

The clothing is in plain view. Does that pax 

our powers to believe? 

This is the clothing, 191B. 

Here is 191-C, in plain view. 

191-D, in plain view: 

191-E, in plain view. 

191-A, in plain view. 
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And Mr. Stovitz Went through and interrogated as 

to whether, this clothing is the clothing as it was viewed 

at that time,.  

For. instance: 

"I show you Exhibit I91-D and ask'yOu 

what is depicted in that photograph, sir? 

• "That is. an overall phOtograph of the 

entire area with the clothes there. 

"And does that show the clothing exactly 

the war you first spotted them on December 15th, 

1969? 

"Yes. 

"1 .show you 191-;E, sir, and ask you what 

is depicted in that photograph? 

"Another pair of pants. 

,"And are those pants exactly the way they 

were. when you first observed them on December 15th, 
• 

1969? 

"Yes, they,a3'4." 

And so ,on and so on. 

Now, the next question, Page 9022. 

"Now, after first noticing this clothing,. 

. were any calls put out to the Piilice Department? 

"Yes, there was. " " • - 	• 

11)(4 	And did any police officers arrive 

at the scene? 

20,131 
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"Yes, they did* • 

"About what. time was it with relation 

to.daylight or the hour, if you know? 

, • -"It.was right. at twilights„ I imagine 

right around 5:00 o'clock, maybe a little bit 

before, 

"Do you recall the names of any of the 

-officers that arrived? 

"Mike was one. S knew him by his first 

name. 

11 	 0/s this Mike, here, the gentleman in the 

gray 'suit? 

"Yes, it is, 

"MR. =VIM May the record indiCate he 

15 	is pOintipg to Mr. McGann, your Honors." 

Mr. McGann is One Of the pOlice officer0, an 

A7:!nVestigating, Officer In thiS oase. 

• "TRE COURT: The record will sO indicate. 

And without telling us what was 

• 20 	said, did you have' a conversation with Mr. MCGann7 

"MyeIf, I' did not enter into the conversation. 

22 	It was told that the clothes 4-4  

23 
	

"Don't tell'us what the conversation was, 

24 	but there was a conversation between One of Your, : 

25 	associates and Mr. McGann, is that 

26 

 

"True, yep. 

• 1 

4 

8 

1O,  . 
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2 

s, 

"Was some artificial lighting arranged 

at that time? 

"Yes, there was. 

"Who arranged for.  the artificial lighting? 

"Myself. 

"And what did that -artificial lighting 

consist oil 

"Running An AM cord from across the street- 

connected with lig1 ts4 

"I also carry a 30-volt power pack which 

had a light on it. 

"Did you have a film camera with you at that 

time? 

"Yes, I did. 

"Did you film this event at that tine? 

"Yes, I did. 

"Now, then, did you do anything after 

Mr. McGann arrived at that location? 

"Nothing except film the incident. 

"Film the incident? 

"Y06. 

"Did you go down with Mr. McGann to 50 feet 

below the top Of the mountain top? 

"Yes, X did, 

"Did you, Point out to Mr, McGann what 

you observed? 
	 j  
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15 

"Yes, sir, i did. 
"And, did you point put to Mr. McGann the 

location of the clothes as depicted in these photographs, 

191-A through 191-E? , 

"Yes; I. did. . 

"Now, did you notice what, if anything, 

Mx. McGann did with the clothing? . 

"Be placed them in what I believe were 

plastic bags. 

"Ardas he did that did you observe this? 

"Yes, I did; 

"Were you Observing it through the 

lens Of your camera or were you actually observing 

it with your own eyes? 

"Through _the lens of the.camera. 

"And did you yourself mark this clothing 

so you could identify them, specifically by any 

marking? 

"No way at all. 

"Did you observe whether or not any 

police officers in' your presence' marked the clothing?" 

"Not to my knowledge. 

"As you sit there now I will show you 

Eihibtt 50, which appears to be a velour type of 

mans shirt." 

We don't have to take out this clothing, 

but in the jury room you will be able to take this clothing 

16 
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out and look at it. 

This is one of the items that he is referring 

to. 

"A velour type of man's shirt, possibly 

a woman's shirt, but it is a velour shirt, in any 

.event, with long sleeves. 

"Does this look like one of the items 

of clothing, Exhibit 50•;  that you first observed 

there on December 15th? 

"Yes. 

"I show you Exhibit 52 for identification. 

It appears to be a black T-shirt. 

'Does this appear to be one of the Items 

of clothing that you observed at that location on 

December 15, 1969? 

"Yes •, 

"1 show you Exhibit 51, It appears to 

be a pair of blue denims, label 'Genuine Roebucks,. 

"Does this appear to be one of the pairs 

of trousers you observed there on December 150  1969? 

"Yes." 

And so on and so on through the various items. 

Vow, "Could you give us the circumference"— 

he goes on and just identifies each item. 

Then, at the bottom of page 9027: 

"0, 	Could you give us the circumference 
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"of the area of the ,clothing of the diameter, 

if there was a circle drawn from all of the 

clothing where you first spotted the clothing? 

"X believe it would be in about a 

radius of six feet." 

A radius of Si$ feet, meaning a 12-foot spread, 

a diameter' of 12 feet, in the first place that an automobile 

could come to a place to stop in the road. 
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I believe it WoUId be in about' 

VA.  Yes. 

20d4.7  

a radius Or Aix feet.-  .1, • 

A. radius? 

12-toot diateter.. 

So it would be a 1.2-foot diaketen 

Yes, 

Do you recall whether any particlAar 

items Of cIothing:weie connected.to each other 

in any fashion or were they- all loose? 
irk .. They were all loose. 

.Did you recall whether Or not when 

you firSt observed the clothing whether there 

.appeared to be any, growth, Vegetation, upon the 

cloth$4.10 

6 

10•  

, 	• 

'12 

14.  • 

"Q • ' What did you notice abOut that? 

Xt tppeared that„ growth and. dirt. 

had covered some of the clothing. -- partial 

of the' olothing.n 

Now, there is an example of the prosecution 

teStitYlPg. 

n other words, the proSecution is suggesting the. 

answer to the question. 

Once age4/11 

114 	pia you .recall whether or not when 

you first observed the elothins whether there 

• 18' 

10: 

$0/ 

21 

22; 

• 23' 

. 24 

25 
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"appeared to be any growth, vegetation, upon 

the clothing/", 

Well, now,. when yoU go through these. pictures, 

.and. lipok .at these pictures, the )4044 0 upon the 

vegetation; There is no vegetation Upork•the clothing in.  

6 . theserictureSt 

It is an eXample of the proseent;on testifying 

in this tase. 	• 	 • 

This clothing looks like it was strewn there,, 

xo and there is -- Compare that with the testioany. 

	

iT 
	 The testimony, of taimee, we wouldn't have that in. 

12  the jury roOm, but Judge Olden will be more than glad to 

1,8  allow any re-reading of the testimony. 

	

14 	 But there it is in black and white, The 

15 prosecution is trying. tacanVey„, trying to.  get across, a 

.YlewpOint :11,- -a leading and Suggestive question which is a 

it technique whith has been used in this trial, time atter 

18  :time after timeo  and so the question is,. when-you int4;tgrate, 

19: hen you integrate that testimony with what We have here, 

	

20 	we have before us anything that is credible? 

	

21 	 This is what we have to deciile: 

	

gZ 	 '114. 	What did you notice about that??r" 

	

23 	 Referring to the previous question about the 

24, egetation upon the clothing: 

25 
	 What did you notice about that? 

It appeared that growth and dirt 
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°had covered some of the clothing, partial of 

the clothing. 

114 	And the, what you call, the ordinary 

dirt from the soil, that is, soil dirt, was 

there any soil dirt upon any of the caothing 

when you first observed itl 	, 

XeS.  
• , 	. 

ft4 	What did .37,,,pg 	abOui-  that/ • 

It appeared it had alidden From 

the top of the road doWnward, 

114 	Row could you tell that? 

It appeared that the clothes had 

been there and that the dirt had slidden over 

a partial of them, not ail of them, but just 

partially like it had fallen from the top. 

II•Qt 	Oh, not the clothes slid, but the 

dirt slid, 

The dirt slid.'" 

There is anotheraeading and ouggeatiVe question 

where the prOsecution is testifYihg4 

Mr. Baggott, would you kindly step 

down and step to the .,.diagrams map there showing 

Ventura Boulevard on the top?. 

"tWitnesS approaches the diagram.) 

BY MR. STOVITZ: That would be 

Exhibit 98 for identification. show us upon 

which side of the road, thatJA„ the Benedict 
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'Canyon Road, the clothing was found, if you 

can, the approXimate scale is one inch to 480 . 

feet, 

"Try to keep your Adistance'apprOximate. 

ha've indicated with an X there oh

EXhibit 98-as to where the clothes were found, 

is that right? 

Yes. 

"MR. STOVITZ4 May S, with the Oaurt'a 

permission, write in {clothes 61410 

"TIZ COURT: YeS, 

fic1BY MR. STOVITZi: .:Nowr  you-stated..that; 

you did some f3.lmin that day, is that'cOrrect,' 

that :Location? 

"A, • Yes. 

I I 
	

Did you film anything Ware .ths,  

paite arrived? 

RA. 	Yes, 

t 	Did you film anything after the 

.police arrived? 

"A. 	Yes, 

"1:1- 	All right, after taking these films 

.did yOu notice whether or.  not the films came out? 

R4 

that right? 

Yes. 

YOu viewed the finished product,' is 

• 
1 

2. 

3 

. 4 
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. 	. 	 7 
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= 11 
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.Zr 

is

26' 

15a 

'p2..  

23 

;24 

• 2t 

26 

Yes. 
Ita 
	Are these films availab2e some- 

.where in the studio .where .You-stil.1 work? 

-a 	 4,14,, • 	Yes theY are. r,t 

: 	 Por.what it .mar be worth, • for What it may be 

Worth.,„,it certainly Would appear,., 	,certainly' would appear 

that  these cir.cumstanOes 	connection 'with the clothing • 

Are 01,17.coniptaridegi that might make Us' want-ta sit iv-and take 

s. notice as to,  whether or ,not„, as to whether or , not there • 

is anything that' we .can reason frOm the circumstances, all 

,of this x, in the context ,of these. proceedings and in the 

• II' 'ooritext of what-has ciCeurred in this 

NoW we come.to an unpleasant aspect of 'this', 

0-.':Which.ihvolves the VOronerts piOtures. 

Whether it is, good. trial strategy or not )  I 

iono't believe :that there is 6150 necessity' T we, are, going to . 	, 
have . to look at .these pictures in the ,!.Ty:roortr.„., and':we-halce 

!tc4 	,Connection with these pictUrees4 	• 

This, is a.pictUre of Mr. irykoweki.i -  No*, it is 

:not ,a,  very-  p-leasant picture.. Xt. is not a very;pIteasant  

picture but, We must -- we just Inust discus's thette' :Matters., 
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15a-1 I  an now referring -- I am now referring to 

People's 168* 

Zf we look, at the wounds -a- now, this is not a 

bloody picture. This is not a picture -- this is more of 

a scientific picture than the colored photographs. 

If we look at these wounds, we suggest that 

these wounds exemplify the personal vendetta,of somebody, 

whoever it was. 

The prosecution concedes that Mr. Manson. was 

not present at the Tate residence. What we have to evaluate, 

when we get away from the legalese, the long words, we have 

to evaluate the intent and the motivation of whoever did this 

We know it was not Mr. Manson. That is agreed 

to. That is part of this trials 

So we suggest there are a couple of implications 

from this picture of Mr. rrykowski, People's 168. 

Not oAly does it show the personal vendetta, 

but if we integrate Coroner Noguch4 and, the same thing 

with Dr., Ratsuyana„ as to his testimony in connection with 

the victims that are part of this case, we have no alterna-

tive -- va have no alternative but to agree that Linda 

Xasabian, who is living on a farm i,n Nem Hampshire, who is 

selling her memoirs, could have Soiled this man. 

Take her testimony -- take her testimony, 

accept it for the sake of discussion. 

She could have saved this man from dying because 
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these mounds, these wounds that are part -- that are 

indicated in this picture, if you take these wounds, as 

we say, with Coroner Noguchi, his testimony, there has to 

be the only inference that we can make, if anything, Linda 

Kasabian, if she is to be believed one.-half of one percent, 

that she could have saved this man. 

She could have saved this man. from dying. He  

was mobile, according to her. 

But she let her lover 	she let the man she 

gave *5,000 to -- do this to Vt. Vrykowski, and she has 

seven counts of murder as immunity, and she has immunity on 

this conspiracy charge. 

And the significant thing about it, again 

looking at the scientific evidence, 69,-8793; 69-8793 means, 

even though this is just a hand, that that is the hand of 

Mr. rrykowski. 

And these wounds are what? Are what? 

Coroner Noguchi calls them defense wounds. 

It means -- it means that this than in fighting 

for his life was to sort of a reflex action putting up his 

hands to fight the knife or knives or whatever sharp 

that was that was coming at him, and {Linda Kasabian, 

Kasabian could have saved. him. 

Clearly these defense wounds ftam our scientific 

testimony here indicate that the ntan, was trying to ward off 

whatever was coming to him. 
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1 	 Ue have -- the intensity of these wounds, 

alsa, 69-8793, which shows the top of the head of Mt. 

Frykowski with whatever he was hit with, whatever he 'was 

hit with, if we take any kind -- any kind of look at 

	

.5 
	

Linda Kasabian's testimony, from hex viewpoint, from the 

	

6 	prosecution viewpoint, it has to be, it has to be that 

Linda Kasabian allowed -- allowed this to take place, if 
s. , we accept her viewpoint. 

	

9, 	 There is one here wherein the statements, it •  

	

10 	was put on a sheet, ''appears to be deflected during the 

	

11, 	process of dying." 

Meaning that based on the pathologyknowledge 

	

13 	that the Coroner,s office has, by their analysis of this 

	

14 	particular wound, they can come to this kind of suggestion 

	

15 	to us. 

	

16' 
	

The testimony was that the person was wounded 
17 . 'while the person was passing away. 

	

18 
	

txcu.se me just a raortier.it„, 

	

19. 	 (Consultation between Mt. Kanarek and Mr. 

	

20 	Shinn.) 

	

21 
	

Now, we have -- we have --in, connection '— 
• 22 	and this is a matter that is significant, that is 

	

23• 	significant.;  end something that ve must meet and wrestle 

	

24- 	with in deciding this case. 

	

'25 
	

Ile have to, in discussing this case, as we 

	

'26 
	

diagrammed earlier during this discussion that we are having, 
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there are seven defendants, seven separate defendants here, • 

and we must -- we must come to a conclusion as to each 

of these defendants 

Pardon me, seven victims, seven victims in 

this case. We must come• to a conclusion as to what happened 

as to each of those victims. 
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1 	 Now, in connection with deciding what hippened 

what went on inside of" that house, we Are not -- we are not 

limited in our analysis by what the prosecution has put on 

the witness stand. 

We art not limited by any manner or means as 

to what happened to Sharon Tate, for instance. 

The prosecutiOn -- the prosecution as far as 

s. this case is concerned, for reasons of merely getting a 

'0 conviction, have not giVento us anything inside of that 

house. 

11 	 They have given us pictures)  and they haVe. given 

12 • US -- they have shown us items of furniture, but they 

1$ haven't .- they have not Shown us in fact what happened 

to Sharon. Tate, in fact what happened to Jay Sebring. 

15 	 They have alleged that those people, those people 

/6 were people who passed away because of criminal agency 

and we see the -- we see the' actual, pictures of what was 

Visible when someone came there on the Morning of August the 

till  1969. 

But do we know? Do we know what happened inside 

Of that house? 

We are depriVed of knowing what happened inside 

of that house because the prosecution wants to make sure 

that Mr. Manson is convicted, that is the reason we are 

25. deprived-. 

That is the reason -,,- that is the reason that Linda 

Kasabian is testifying in this vise that she saw 'sod. 

17- 
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At that instant she real4ed'that Kr. Manson was ,riot God. 

That preposterous testizony! And so by that' 

technique Zinda.Kasabiat is sanctitied0Anda Xasabian is 

made to be a part 	the purpose 18 so that we will not -- 
• , we,Wial tot think of Linda Xasabian as peat ;and Paroel:x . 

even thoUgh Judge Older is going to tell us that Linda 

Kasabian it an accomplice as a matter of law, she is supposed 

to get a certain sanctification by' virtue of becomings 

witness in this case on tehalt or the prosecution's view-

point. . 

Th1A is one of the faotors that we bOve to 

consider, this is one of the factors that we have to 

Consider In .deciding this case, 

—One of the factors that we must'conslder Is the 

:motivation, and the Court will instruct Us that the 

motivation -, the motivation of a witness is very, very 

important. 

Wow, has the prosecution told us in connection 

with these pictures, so that we can evaluate and determine 

what occurred inside of that house -- we suggest that one 

Of the things we should consider is whether or not there 

has been dandor, whether or not there has been candor on 

the part of the prosecution's witness, not only Linda 

Nasal:den but other witnesses, because if we are denied the 

candor of a witness, we are denied the raw material upon 

which we can come to a 	verdict. 

18 
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Now, the picture that we have here -- 

We certainly agree that we don't know -.4 we don't know ry 

what occurred Inside that house but.Somithing -- and this 
3, 

picture otMr. Sebring, 	4picture that shows 	it 
4 

looks something like a'fight. 
5 	 - 

6  
Now, I don't know. Vis faCe„.that is about the . 

eyes, there appears to be .- there appeark to - be 1",- there 

has been .,a pummeling of some. sort, 	 - 1 

If you look at just 	if you look at Just his 

head, forgetting, the lower portion of thit picture which 
10 

is harked People's 162, it appears that Mr. Sebring was 

.engaged in some kind of fisticuffs, 
12 

1Iaybe this is untrue, Maybe some of us will 
.18 

have a different viewpOint. But it certainly, from the top 

up, it would appear that there has been a blow which cer-

tainly could be the blow of a fist or,  whatever. 

Now, we don't know, 

Certainly, what I am saying now is not -- maybe 

it isn't even an inference from the evidence, but the 

point of the matter is, we know, we know that there were. 

many, many factors involved as far as the people who Came 

to that Tate residence were conOerned. 

We know that there was a substantial amount of 

arcotics Tound on those premises. 

We don't know -- we don't know -- would we min.., 

cider a fact that Linda Itasabian suddenly in a certain 

15 

16 

:t7 

18•  

19 
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. 6 

6 

.8 

9 

10,  

11 

12 

14 , 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

one-month period, in a certain one-month periOd she doesn't 

take anything by way of LSD or hallucinogenic material?  

We can reject that, We can reject that. We 

do not have to accept any kind of a verbal statement when 

:we have circumstantial evidence that is much more powerful. 

If aomegne partakes of,aleohol if someone par-

takes of drugs, the'chanCet are'thgt in any particular' 

period of time they are:going to be partaking of'aioohol .." 
and they are going to be partaking of drugs. 

The circumstantial eVidence:Concerning 

Kasatian' would indicate, would indicate that her Very life, 

just like Danny De Carlo stated that he loved guns, Linda 

Kasabian loved narcOtics4 

These were her 	she lived, evidently, to smoke 

marijuana. 

.She said she only took LSD 50 times, 

.She ran the whole gambit as far as these cheml. 

cells, these drugs, or whatever we want to call them, are 

concerned. 

What reason do we have to' believe that on these  

particular nights, these particular days, wherever Linda 

Kasabian was, that she did not have marijuana; that she hada 

smoked marijuana; that she was not under the influence of 

marijuana; that she was not under the influence of LSD; that 

she' was not under the influence of something? 
'24 

154 	
25 

26 
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15c-1 	1 

3 

4 

6, 

7 . 

9 

10 

11 

12 

14 

15 

16 

17" 

18 

There is nothing here. She cleanses herself 

for a period of time that has to do with these proceedings..  
That attempt to cleanse herself during this 

period of time is something, that we have to consider, 
Maybe we will decide -- maybe we will decide she was 

clean during this month, somehow or other she took a bag, 

she said, a package of LSD, she went to the ranch and 

during that whole period of time she only took. LSD once: 

How, the question is, can we use Linda Kasa-

biants testimony the way we cm use Dr. Roguchits and Dr. 

Xatstyamals? They are both witnesses here. They ate both 

here to present testimony, evidence that we must digest 

and assimilate, and use in order to decide the case. 

So whatever, I don't now, I donit know, and 

again these are hard facts that we are dealing with and we 

know -- we know that there were more narcotics, an 

extensive amount of narcotics, hash, cocaine. 

We know that Mk. Frykowski and Miss Folger, 

they consumed some of these materials. 

The question is what actually happens inside 

of this home, no, matter who was there. Certainly we have 

every reason to believe that narcotics and dangerous drugs, 

or whatever, played some part in these proceedings. 

Certainly say -- they certainly must be 

considered in considering the over-all circumstances here, 

And Linda Easabian is supposedly a peccipient 

19, 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 
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witness. She sees what is going on, 

Well, the question is, can we rely upon her 

credibility? Can we use her credibility to determine 

anything in this case? This is what we have to decide. 

Now, for instance, as to Er. Sebring, Linda 

Xasabian, I believe this is correct, I went through that 

transcript, because if I cm incorrect I will have three 

8 lawyers and seven clerks and the District Attorney's office 

9 . who will tell us and certainly if there is anything lam 

10 telling you that is a half inch away from what is in that 

transcript, we will hear it in the final discussion; that 

12 
	

is for sure. 

7,3 
	 There was no statement, no statement concerning.  

Er. Sebringta -or anyone equivalent to EtA Sebring in Linda 

15 
	asabia& s testimony. 

16 
	 Linda Kasabian, she did not mention one whit 

17 about anyone who would appear to be Mr. Sebring, although 

18 his blood chemistry tells ts that it is all his blood on 

19 that flagstone walk outside the door of the Tate residence. 

20 
	 We. are not told one word, not one word concern- 

21 
	

ing Sharon Eate. 

22 
	

This is something that we have to consider in 

evaluating this case. 

• 	 There certainly is no question. but what Sharon 

25. Tate passed asay, but in evaluating the passing away of 

Sharon Tate, we have nothing before us. 
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3 

4 

 

We have the criminal agency. Certainly all 

agree that there was a criminal agency thateaused 'her to 

pass away. 

But there is nothing in this record, nothing 

in this record that purports even to relate to a person 

of Sharon Tate's description, 

Talat do we do in connection with tragic, 

tragic as this passing away is, are we to rubberstamp 

a prosecution approach to this case because of the fact 

that Miss Tate passed away? It is something that we have 

to consider" because what we are speaking of now, we are 

speaking concerning Bt. Manson. 

What did Mr. Manson have to do with the passing 

may of Sharon Tate? When you boil it all dawn, what do 

we have to connect Mt. Manson with Sharon Tate? 

Nothing. There is nothing. 

What do we have to connect Mt. Manson with 

what appears to be -- what appears to be on the face of 

Mk. Sebring, what appears to be th6 result of a  -- of 

fisticuffs, of some :kind. Of an argument involving cane or 

more people. and Mr.. Sebring? 

If this were not a murder case, if this were 

not a murder ease, if Mk. Sebring had only received the • 

wounds that are visible upon his face and, his head, there 

would be some kind of a -- it's the sort of '-- it sort of 

reacts. like a self-defense kind of thing, like Mt. Sebring 
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was somehow or other engaged in some kind of altercation 

With someone. 

That doesn,t mean Mr. Sebring is in the wrong, 

but it means there are certain facts that occurred that 

we are not apprised of.,  

In connection '4th it, you have to look at 

this picture, and have tried to go over Dr. Noguchi's 

testimony and Y don't believe -- now, if 1 am wrong about 

this, we have a phalanx of lawyers who will clear it up 

for us, but l don't believe that these -- these -- what 

we see here on Mr. Sebting's face reflects anything that 

was fatal or that anyone from the witness stand,' Dr, 

iloguht -, I don't think that thero is anything in the 

testimony that would indicate that Mr. Sebring1 0 face had 

any kind of a fatal injury. 

15e-4 

- 

5 

4 
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So it's something for us to consider, and then' 

When we consider the wound on Mr. ,- we can coordinate this 

by the numbers, 69-8795, we can coordinate 'it.. We can see 

there is a wound on,Mr. Sebring's hand which appears to be a 

.wound that was placed there by a sharp,  object. 

So it IS something for us to consider, what 

actually happened to Mr. Sebring. 

Now, Volume 117, now, Mr. McGann testified 

beginning at Page 3.3,112: 

It; 	Sergeant,:yOg are one of the 

investigating officers in. the Tate case,, is. 

that cermet/ 

Yes sir. 

no, 	Directing your attention to 

People's 98 for identification, acre you familiar 

with this area? 

Yes, I am, I cannot see the entire 

map, however, 

"MR, BUGLIOSI1 Do you want to step off of 

the witness stand/ 

You have been out to the area, is 

that correct/ 

Yes, I have. 

You have 'been to the Tate residence? 

Yes. 

Have you ever driven from the Tate 

15d-1 
	1 

• 2 

4 

5 

7 

8 

9 

10.  
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16 

17 

18: 
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"residence to the Rudolf Weber residence On 

Portola Drive in'Los Angeles?" 

Now, in connection with what happened out there 

on August the 8th or AugUSt the 9th, we have here Mr. MeGann, 

who the prosecution's evidence indicates that this man has 

l7een Connected.. with this case from the beginning of time, 

so to ppeak, from the time this Case came into existence; 

irQ 	You have been out tothe area, is 

that.correct? 

2 

4 

'5.  

6 

7 

s. 

10' 

11 

' 15 

• 16 

. 17 ••• 

18 

19.. 

26. . 

114. 	Yee, Ihave. 

tlq 	You have been to the Tate residence? 

Yes, 

ItQe 	Rave you ever driven from the Tate 

residence to the Rudolf Weber residence on 

Portola Drive in Los Angeles? 

04, 	From the -. 

Ifq 	From the Tate to the Portola Drive 

residence? 

Yes, I have. 

ark 	When did you drive that distance? 

oL 	Yesterday morning." 

iloW this testimony is 'on October 7, 1971:4 

114 	Did you determine how .far' it was from the 

Tate residence to the Rudolf Weber residence on Portola 

Drive? 

Yes, I did, 

•••• 41. • - 

22 

23 

2f-

25 
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1 • 
How rar was it? 

One and eighth-tenths of a mile, 

1.8 of a mile. 

Point out now on this map, what 

places yOu are referring to. 

"A. 	The Tate residence at 10050 Cielo 

Drive, down Cielo Drive to Benedict Canyon Drive; 

north on Benedict Canyon to Portola Drive, then 

est on Portals, Ditive to Mr. Weberls 

ngt 	 1.8 miles? 

118;  yes, 1.8 of a mile. 

Have you ever been- across the street 

from the address, 2901 Benedict Canyon Drive in 

Los Angeles? 

3 , 

4 

. 5 

6.  

7 

9.  

10.  

11 

12 

13 

"A. 	yes, I have, 

Where the clOthing; was found? 

Yes.. 

Did you ever drive from Rudolf 

Weber's residence to the address; 2901,Benedict 

Canyon Drive? 

nr,A. 	Yes, I did." 	 • 
Now, in connection with this, it is most inter-

esting, it is most interesting that this clothing, maybe 

some 'of us will not agree with me, that this clothing does 

not have. -- it doesn't have any kind of marks indicating 

knives, 
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16: 

.11 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18.  

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

'25 

26 

Now, somebody is_ going to say the person wielding 

the knife, the person wielding a knife, the other person 

gets it. 

Look at these pictures. Look at these pictures. 

IA it possible for clothing to be worn and for 

knives to be wielded in the fashion that this occurred, 

without there being some kind or something or other on that 

clothing to associate a knife or some kind of an effect 

from this:kind of activity? 

Maybe it is Meaningless, Maybe it doesn't mean 

a thing, or maybe it does 

Or maybe that Clothing was the clothing; maybe 

it was not worn or maybe that Clothing was. 

That is what we have to: decide. They' are trying to 

tie in -- we have Officer Mc Gann come and testify in 

connection with this clothingt 

Did you ever drive from Rudolf 
to 

Weberqs residen0e/ the addrest 29.01 tenedict 

Canyon prive? 

Yes, I did); 

Yesterday17;  

Yes. 

How far was it? 	t g 
It is also. 1.8 mile. , 1.8 miles. 

Are yOU familiar with the:Weiss' 

residence on, riding View Valley Road where the .22 

caliber revolver was found? 
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15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

Yes,, Tam. 

Yoti hays been to that addreas? 

Yes:, 

Did you drive to that 'address from 

2901 Benedict Canyon DriveVt.. 4  

Yes, I did., 

How far is it frpnj that address to, 

the Weiss residence? 

1.8. of a -mile, 1.8 of a mile. 

So it is 1.8 as to each one of 

these places1 

From the Tate to the Weber, and the 

Weber to the clothing, and from the clothing to 

Mr, Weiss' residence. 

"Actually not to Mr. Weiss' residence, 

The road back of Mr. Weiss' residence, Beverly 

Glen, 

ng 	Have you ever searched for knives 

on Benedict Canyon DriveOr 

That question Was not answerech 

The next question: 

rrQ 	Did you aeareh for any knives off 

Benedict Canyon' Drive near where the clothing 

was? 

Yes, X did. 

On both sides, of where the clothing 

"A. 

n4 

"4 

114.  

12 

2 

3. 

4 

5 

6 

9 

10 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26: 
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(4.  Roi far on each side of where the 

11L 

Itll  

Yes. 

Where? 

We searched this entire area, here, 

20,15  

"was? 

"A. 	Well,the clothing ,- there is a 

cliff that goes down, here from this area on both 

sides,.yes, this entire route here (indicating). 

clothing was found did you search for the knife?. 

"THE WITNESS : ApproxiMately 100 yards in each 

direction from Where the clothing was found at this 
' 	 3 

location (indicating) 

ft4 	BY MIL BUGL1QS/: ,Did you ever seirch 

anywhere else from the knife in that vicinity? 

on Mulholland Drive, which is west of Benedict 

Canyon, and we also had searched the entire area 

from Mulholland, following Beverly Glen to Ventura 

BouleVard. 

tf4 

knives? 

114 

for knives? 

tiL 

Were you Successful in finding any 

No, was not. 

Do you recall when you made the search 

The searches were made on different 

19 

'20 

21. 

22 . 

• 23' . 

24 • 

occasions. 

n4 	When approximately was the first time 

that you commenced searching fop the knives? 

26 

12 

3:3 

14 

15 , 

16 

17 

1 

2,  • 
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12 
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18 

10 

K 	20 

21 

22 

.23 

24  

25 

16 

Sometime in November„ /believe, 

in that location, November or December.” 

Now, Clearly, if the clothing was there, the 

Clothing was searched I would assume after they found it, 

but anything is potsible. 

$o, therefore, they searched for, be says, the 

officer tells us, he searched for this clothing prior to the 

time that,ii - was found in the exact area, where it was 

found.' 
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3 , 

5 

6 

10 

11 

• 13 • 	14•  

Again, that is something for Us to consider. 

We certainly Can assume that this kind of a 

search wasnit done by Officer McGann by himself. With 

what happened in connection with this case, there was 

probably a platoon of officers searching for weapons, 

searching for clothing, searching for anything. 

If this happened on August the 9th, 1969, it 

is reasonable, very reasonable,*to assume, and certainly 

X think that it would be unquestioned by anyone, that this 

area was gone over with less than a fine tooth comb. 

So, • our conclusion must be -- must 'be 	it 
_ 	• 

defies our intellect for us to believe that that clothing 

was there during this intensive searching. 

This. is& t -where something happens and the 

police conduct a search in Topekia, Kansas, or' something 

like that, for specific objects. This is right there at 

the scene, within a stones throw, so close that somebody 

heard shouts, supposedly, from this particular area. 

Are we to believe that this clothing was 

there-? 

17 

18 

20 

22 

THE COURT: We will take our recess at this time, 

Eanarek. 

23 

!II 	25 
26 

16a as. 

Ladies and gentlemen, do not converse with 

anyone or form or express any opinion regarding the case 

. until it is finally submitted to you. 

The court will recess for 15 minutes. 

(Recess.) 
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2 

3 

4 	present. 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

14 

15 

16 

17 1 that the Court order 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

28 

21 

25 

26 

THE COURT: Is this in lieu of an answer to my 

question? 

MR. UNARM tio, no, not really, your Honor. It 

is sort of an answer, indirectly, in that it is my 

belief that no defendant in a trial this long can get 

a fair trial, that the jury cannot remember the evidence. 

I make a motion that the Court order a 

transcript to go to the jury room. That is, a transcript 

of evidence that was admitted into evidence, or anything 

I Just wanted to ask Mr.Kanarek how much time 

you estimate you Will require to finish'?-,, 

MR. NANAREK: I would say a couple of more days, 

your Honor. 

I am trying to cover -- I have eliminated a 

lot of things. These are just the highlights 

There is six months of trial here, your Honor. 

I have tried to eliminate many, things. 

THE COURT; You dont have to explain. I just 

want to get your estimate. 

MR. WARM I would make this motion, and I know 

it is an unusual motion,your Honor, but I make a motion 

(The following proceedings occur in chambers. 

All counsel present. Defendants absent.) 

THE COURT: The record Teil.11 show all counsel 

11. 
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that is alluded to" in argument, and I say that 

z 	 THE COURT: I suggest that you defer this motion, 

3• 
	Mr. Eanarek„ until after the arguments. 

4 
	 R. UNARM Of course, it takes some time to 

prepare it. 

The Attorney General may say it is going to 

7 
	take time to prepare it. 

/t is my position that it is a violation of 

9 
	due process and a fair trial. 

10 
	 THE COURT: Some time to prepare the motion? 

MR. ONAREK: Some time to prepare this kind of 

12 
	a transcript. 

13 
	 It would require the Court to order a 

14 
	transcript prepared wherein that valich was allowed into 

15 
	evidence, be included, and the colloquy -- 

16 
	 THE COURT: Deleting all the inadmissible portions.; 

17 
	is that what you are saying? 

is 
	

MR. gANAREK: Yes. 

19 
	

Not to, otherwise, makes a mockery of it, 

20 
	

This trial is to long. 

21 
	

THE COURT: We dorit:t have to spend too much. time 

22 	arguing it. I am going to deny it. 

23 
	

MR. KANAREK: The fourteenth Amendment and Equal 
21 • Protection requires it, 

.25 
	 THE COURT: Two days is estimated for the balance 

26 
	of your argument? 
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MR. UNARM Yes. That is my estimate. 

'OE COURT: I will hold. you pretty strictly to that. 

I think that will be ample time to make, an argument. 

M. KANAITK: That is my estimate, your Honor. 

THE COURT:• T would suggest that if you have any 

question about it 	and this is your own estimate, and 

this was one of the reasons that Imes asking -- if you 

have any doubt about it 

MT. UNARM Out of an abundance of precaution, 

your Honor, I would -- 

THE COURT: Just a moment. 

I would suggest that you organize it in some 

way. 

/b4 can't hope to go through the entire 

transcript and read it word by word to the Jury. You will 

have to pick and' choose for your argument, as you do in 

any case. This is no exception. 

Two more days mill be six days of argument, 

and. .T think that will be enough. 

MR. WARM: Well, your Honor, that estimate is 

just a guesstimate*  g-u-e-s-t-i-m-a-t-e. 

THE COURT: I am saying that you had better count 

on that. 

14R. MUM I cant represent to the Court that 

that is accurate. It is a guesstimate. I feel obligated 

to estimate when the Court asks me. 

16a-3 
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THE COURT: Don't feel obligated to take up two 

days if you don't have anything more to say,' 

MIL UNARM: No, your Honor. That isn't the point. 

The point is that the Court made no such request of the 

District Attorney. 

Really, your Honor, it isn't the time at 

all. 

T1. COURT: that you are saying is just wasting time 

right now. This is the problem. 

I am not gang to tell you what to,  say or 

how to say it, that is your problem, but six days will 

be ample. 

Let's get on with something else. 

(The following proceedings occur in open 

court. All jurors present. All attorneys except Mr. 

Hughes present. Defendants absent.) 

THE COURT: All counsel, and jurors are prdsent. 

Vou may continue, Mr. Kanarek. 

MR. KANAREK: Now, in connection with Mr. Muscats 

philosophy of life, the prosecution hes brought forward 

a couple of witnesses, some witnesses, and we tight as 

well meet it headon.. 

It is the kind of approach that, T suppose, 

U you study the history of this country, you might say, 

there , has never been a trial, agima think back, as we 

think back in the history of this country, there never has 
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been a trial wherein the things that have been done in 

this case have occurred. 

Questions such as: What is Mr. Mansonts idea 

of right aid wrong? 

questions such as; that is Mx. Manson's 

idea of death? 

We have in this case the beginnings of the 

end of our way of life, of our system of justice, if we 

allow the prosecution to prevail in this case. 

When you can ask in a criminal case what 

Mr. Jakobson was asked by .sir, Bugliosi: 
"Approximately bow many times did you talk 

with Mr. Manson about his philosophy on life? 

"Well, innumerable times." 

Now, this is the kind of question that is 

asked in a Pussion trial before .someone is summarily taken 

off and either executed or sent to Siberia. 

lhat relevance, That relevance supposedly -. 

a trial is supposed,to have relevant and material matters 

brought before the trier.of fact. In this case, the jury, 

that possible inference can you' make from that? 

And then Mt. Jakobson answers in response to 

the next question: 

HUheu you say innumerable, will you give an 

approximate figure?ll  

And the answer is: 

4 

5 
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"Haybe 100." 

The answer is "Maybe 100. 

"And where did these conversations 

take place? 

"Oh, At -- out at the ranch, At 

my house, at Dennis,s house, in vehicles while 

we were driving to and frcn places." 

Why does the prosecution ask that question? 

Assuming that we have a trial where we 

base a result based upon relevant material information, 

what has Et. Manson's philosophy of life got to do with 

whether or not on these two daps Ht. Hanson conspired With 

people and is connected With causing people to die? 

"When you say the ranch, you mean 

Spahn Ranch/ 

"Yes, Z do. 

"And when you say .your house, where ,is 

that located? 

"That is my'old house in. Beverly Glen 

where Dennis and 1lived for a year. 

"When you met Mr. Manson, at Dennis 

Wilson's home, was that at the Beverly Glen 

address? 

"No. That was at Dennis's house 

down on Sunset." 
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16c-1 / Then further on3  page 14,079. 

"Were many of these conversations just 

between you and Mr. Manson or were there any 

instances when any other people were present?" 

Nov, then, we come to what has been the 

repeated declaration in this case by the Court when other 

counsel objected to what vas being stated by Mr. Jakobson. 

The prosecutor gays: 

"No objection. It is offered as to 

Manson only. 

"TUB COURT: Very well, the jury is instructed 

that the testimony of this witness pertains only, to 

Mx. Manson and is not to be considered for any 

purpose as to any of the other defendants." 

Now, if you take out of the transcript and 

out of this court everything that has been limited to 

Mr. Manson, this trial, instead of taking some six months 

as it has taken, would, of course, be much less. 

But really, it isnrt so much the time as it 

is the emphasis. 

That is indicative of what the prosecution 

is trying to do in this case. 

what they are trying to do for political, 

sociological, whatever, whatever the reasons are, they 

are trying to hang Mr. Manson for his philosophy of life 

and his way of life. 
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Now, we know that the prosecution has brought 

into this case the sex, the sex orgies, the way of life ,  

of Mr. Manson. 

Nov, the statute of limitations bfor -statutory 

rape is three yeers. 

Dianne Schram -- pardon me -- Dianne Lake, , 

Stephanie Schram, Barbara Hoyt, this record will reveal 

that and you can infer, if it isn't-expliditly seefOrth, 

certainly as to Dianne Lake, she was 13 or 15 or 17, or 

something like that -- 13 when she left home -- so those 

are acts of statutory rape. 

And no matter what happens in this trial, 

if Mri Manson is acquitted, the District Attorney will 

file for statutory rape concerning. Mr. Manson, because there 

is a three-year statute of limitations on statutory rape, 

'as we have said, and there are innumerable counts of 

statutory rape. 

If you add those up, turn those into 

consecutive sentences, Mr. Manson couldn't live that long 

in connection with these charges that, they have brought 

here by this evidence. 

They haven't filed in this case yet but it 

it well within the statute of limitations. 

It is clear from this record by the testimony 

that is before the Court by Paul Watkins, and other 

testimony, that Mr. Manson. has a parole officer. Those 

- 
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24 
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26 

acts of statutory rape would be matters wherin Mr. Hanson 

would be brought before the Court:' to See if there is .a 

violatian of parole. 

So, there is no necessity for this murder 

prosecution against Mx. Manson except for the purpose, 

no matter what the viewpoint is, because Mr. Manson has 

legal problems, according to this record, that far 

transcends what is going on in this courtroom, but Mr. 

Manson is a symbol, he is a person that they want for 

reasons that we have enunciated previously, they want r. 

Manson found guilty of these hideous crimes for the most 

hideous of reasons, not because Mr. Manson is guilty of 

it, but because of his philosophy of life. 
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14 
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I think we can agree that there is nothing 

this record that would substantiate any kind of 

murder cOnvictions against Et. Manson or anything in 

connection with the people that passed away in the Tate 

or the La tianca homes. 

Xt might be corny, it might be corny, because 

we have heard it so often, but the sun rises every day, 

and that is pretty good. That happens often too.. We 

all .heard of Voltaire ,s famous quote about: I dont 

agree with what. you say but I will defend to the death 

your° right to say it. 

So, we on this jury, we on this jury,. are 

face with 'whether, in this country, a person is going to 

be convicted of murder because of his philosophy of life. 

That is what we have, because no matter what 

you say about Mt. Manson, he is not going anywhere when 

this trial.  is, over. So, there can be no reason, there 

can be no reason., no legitimate reason, got this protecutio 

19 	 Looking to the further testimony, we see 

20 	what the prosecution is doing in this tease. 

21 	 A question by tha prosecution: 

22 	 'Did Mr.Mansomalaborate on what he Meant 

23 	 when he said there was no such thing as wrong?" 

2+ • 	 Page 14, 082. 

25 • 	 "Did Mr. Manson elaborate on, what he meant 

26 	 when he said there was no such thing as wrong; 
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Now, again, we take evidence in a courtroom 

because it is relevant and material. query: Is that 

relevant and material, on any issue that is before us? 

What if someone is charged with burglary 

or robbery, or charged with any crime. We know that 

these kinds of questions are improper,. are questions 

that are not offered to assist us. They are only offered 

to raise our emotions►  
Because, as the prosecution looks around 

amount the jurors, the prosecution finds no one who 

lives at the Spahn Ranch or equivalent, Mr. Manson 

elaborated on what he meant when, he said there as no 

such thing as wrong, he believed or he said that he could 

do no right or wrong. 

"Be said he could do no right or wrong. 

"That be personally could do no right or 

wrong? 

"Right an4wrong was a concept that he did 

not hold with. 

"He did not believe in it.' 

"BY MR, BUGLIOSIz Did he say that he personally 

could do no wrong? - 

"Yes."' 

The next question: 

. Did Mr. Manson ever discuss with .you 

his concept of good as oppobed to bad? 

16d-2 
	1 
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16e4f1s. 

"Yes. 

"What did he say? 

"There wasnrt any pod or bad. 

"Try to talk a little more loudly,. Mr. 

Jakobson, or pull the microphone up to you,"say$ 

the prosecutor. 

"There wasn't any good or bad." 

4- 

5 
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• 
Then the next qudstiOn„ this in a murder cast: 

"Did me, Aanson ever, discuss with you his 

philosophy about death?' _ 	 ; 

"Did he say anYthi4Z4Pout death!? 

"lip didn't believe.ihit,l' 

We are asked tO sat, and we-know.  there are many 

of us who belitAre in reincarnation, you, get' off 'the deep end 

when you go into these Unds of things; we have all talked 

about„ from titx ittexorial, man has wondered when he 

passes away in this life; Do we come back? Is there such a 

thins aSdeath? 

Wc have all kinds of philosophies. and religions 

18 -that  go into this and discuss thiS, and my God, there are 

14 , probably as many different versions of this, as many 

is - different versions as there are-peoplel  perhaps, 

	

.';14 	 "Well, would you elaborate on that? 

	

17 	 "'He said that he had died a ions time 

	

' 18 	ago and that he had experienced death many 

19 - 	times, 

	

20 	 "This was one of the things that we argued 

	

21 	 about so much, the sUbjectiVe and the objective, 

	

-42 	where they met. 

	

gs 	 °Did he say there was such a thins As death? 

"No, it was only a physical change at the 

4110 	
end of the body," 

By the prosecutor: 
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23.  

25 
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"Try to speak up mere loudly, Mr. Zakobson.." 

And X think that is the'theme of their entire 

trial: Speak loudly and throughout the world about the kind.  
I 

of life style or whatever that.iaS.  going -on at the Spahr, 

Batch, 

"I am 'Crying to think of 'the words used, hiS 

words. 

'If you cannot think of his-Wor4s whenever. 
. 

you cats  of course, relate his words, If you 

eannitit remember his,  exact WOrdk*:JUst relate the 

essence or the substance or what he said." 

And the witness sayer 

"Death was a physical. change that took 

'place At the end of the life span of the body*  

and the spirit went on from there, and that is 

what was important. 

"It either went on or went back, we never 

.$ot into that, but life went oh. 

"The essence of life went on, 

"The body did not have much to do with. the 

essence of life. 

:'Did he say there was no such thing as 

death? 

"Yes., death also is_a concept of man that 

'exists only in the head, In the intellect. 

"This is what he said? 
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2 0 ,176 

flYes.0  

Now, where do we have a conspiracy here? . Where 

is there anything to show that Susan Atkins, Leslie Van • 

Houten, Patricia Krenwinkel, Linda Kasabian, Tex Watson, 

Steve Grogranl  Clem Tufts, who wasn't even tiled on, where is 

there anything to show any kind Oa eonpiracy? 

• They haven't even, brOpght any evidence as to, 

anything concerning thesepeople. 

This ev14nce.and similar evidence .is offered,: 

and has been: brought before us against 	A,neon only. 
• 
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Then the next question: 

"This is what he said?" 

Referring to death, obviously, from the 

previous question. 

"Did he say it was a fear born in mant  s 

.head?" 

Well, the Court sustained an objection to 

the question. Tam sorry. 

"Did he say anything about death with 

respect to its being beautiful? 

"THE WITNESS: Be said that he had experienced 

it and it was beautiful." 

Now, the Court -- well, getting to page 

14,086. By the prosecutor: 

"Did he say that it w#s wrong to kill a 

human being? 

"THE WITNESS: He said it was not. 

"But it should be qualified, it came at 

the end of a lot of talk. 

"All right, you may relate the context in 

which that statement came about." 

And then the witness, at page 14,087: 

"It came at the end of a conversiation 

that got into:" -- according to the transcript 

"First there wasnIt any right or wrong and, 

secondly, there wasnvt any death, and then it came, 
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l6f-2 "s6 that it did not matter. 

"What didn't matter? 
3. 	 "A 	If someone was killed, death didntt 

have any importance. 
5 
	

"Did he say t was wrong to kill? 
6 
	

"No, he did nOt. He did not say it 
7 	 was wrong to kill." 

page i4, O88 

"He said it was not wrong-to kill? 
10 
	

"THE WITNESS: 	certainly felt he 
Il 	 _inferred it because that is one Of the points 
12 
	

'that we were arguing about and I waS -taking the 
13 	 other side. 

'What position were you taking_ 
15 
	

"THE WITNESS: The position I was taking 
16 	 was that your big toe is hooked to your head, 
17 	 and it mattered; that everything had to do with 
1a • 	 everything else; the subjective and the objective 
19 	 were one. 
20 
	

"The never changing and the ever 
21 	 changing were all hooked up. 

"And he said his stand was that they 
23 	 were not; that they existed completely separately 

a.4 a duality. 
25 
	

"So he told - you then it was not wrong 
26 
	

to kill, is that correct? 
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"THE WITNESS: Yes, tpatta correct. 

"Did Mr., Manson say anything about 

time? 

"It does not,exlst, 

"Time does not exist/ 

"Right. 

"Did he elaborate on that? 

"It also is a, concept of Wan.. 

"Man invented time, The clock is the. 

invention and creation of man. It is a concept." 

Now, I ask you, how many inferences do you 

have to make from this testimony to determine that Mr. 

Manson is responsible for what occurred at the Tate and. 

La Bianca homes? 
otz 	Did he discuss the concept of pain 

with you? 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

"It is a concept. It comes from fear. 

"It also is a creation of man. It need 

not be,  there; it does not exist. 

"Pain does not exist? 

"No, it does not exist. 

- "Did he ever tell you 

"Except in the head. 

"It vas strictly mental, not physical? 

"Yes." 

These are the kinds of things that have been. 

16f-3 
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discussed in dormitories, in schools, in C011eges.' ?eople 

sit around in their home. These ate the Itin4 of things 

that we sometimes see on:TV in connection with various 

murder mysteries and in connection with just about -- if 

we look back in our lifetime, these kinds of discussions 

are the kinds of discussions that all of us have entered 

into. 

If any one of us should have the misfortune 

to become a defendant in a case where we were charged with 

murder, what our philosophies of life, what our ideas or 

our friends' ideas, would they be, brought to bear in order 

to get a murder conviction at any price? 

We think that we dontt have to flush all of 

our sense of justice dawn the drain because eerie people 

want 'Mt. xanson found guilty for U0 reason except for the 

fact that Mr. Manson is identified with a certain way of 

life that is a way of life that a lot of us, most of nal 

maybe everyone of us, doesntt watt or appreciate or have 

any use for. 
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And all of this can be read back to you-. 

sure the prosecution will have something to say about 

it. 

Now: 

Did Mr. Manson ever speak to you 

about the establishment? 

"A 	Yes. 

Mat did he say? 

"A 	11611, he just felt that they were so 

•.far 	he' did not want to have anything to. do with 

them; that 'they were so far wrong that everything 

that they were and was was coming to an end. 

"It was over. The - beginning of the 

end had. begun. 

"The karma was turtling. Those are 

his words, not mine." 

And $o the prosecution asks us -- the prosecu-

tion is asking us to make an equation. 

The equation the prosecution wants US to make, 

now, referring to People's Exhibits 205, 204 and 206. 

The prosecution is asking us to do Ls. to make 

the equation and say that because -these words are written 

in blood -- these happen to be the La Bianca -- that is 

"Death to pigs," "Halter Skelter,Y "lase." 

The prosecution is asking us because these 

words appear at the La Bianca home and the words appear 
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at the Tate hame, and so forth, all that we heard about, 

therefore Mr. Hanson should be found guilty of murder. 

The fact of the matter is that there is no 

evidence -- there is no evidence before us -- 

For instance, there is this picture which I 

have to discuss, I don't want to; it is a picture showing.  

A knife in the throat of Mx. La Bianca* It will be in 

the jury room, but we feel that we must discuss this 

because the prosecution, as we know they have the last -.-

they have the last say-so, and if we look at the historical 

reason for the last say-so they have,• theylve gat the 

burden so they get a chance to talk to you twice. 

In law the person who has the affirmative 

has this opportunity of talking twice. 

*Well, we don't care how long they talk. 

The fact of the matter is that there is no 

evidence, there is no evidence in connection with Mr. 

Manson. 

And they are going to argue that this picture 

concerning Mr. La Bianca,. that-this Is the knife and fork, 

that there is the knife that Mr. La Bianca -- the knife 

and fork, and that is 	to .be;  related to the Beatles., 

the knife and fork and the piggies and all that we haVe 

heard in this courtroom. 

Now, if someone; if someone -- many people -

many people -- the prcykseeutl.oft evidence Shows-there are 
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jillions of people at this $pahn Ranch. 

Does that mean because people have talked 

about these matters, does that mean that each person at 

the Spahn Ranch, that1Kr. Manson is responsible for what 

someone else may or may not have done? 

This is the issue. This is a free speech 

issue because it is easy enough on the 4th of July to get 

up and talk about the Bill of Rights in a vacuum. 

We Can all say how wonderful and how marvelous 

these guarantees are. 

But the nitty-gritty is what counts. What 

counts is when you have an opportunity to apply it. 

The ConstitUtion, the Constitution protects 

us, and it sort of hangs over us, and the only opportunity 

that we have to use it is when it'comes into play, such 

as in a courtroom like this, and to give lip service, to 

sive lip service to free speech, and for us to -- for us 

to say that the people who founded our may of life; this 

was good, and George III 'was bad, free speech is all right, 

but it is not all right for Mr., Manson. 

Hr. Ilanson is a person, no matter what he is 

alleged to have said, who is still a person who has the 

right of free speech. 

Now, you say, well, this case is, you know, 

this is the case we are talking about right here, and so 

letls forget about this principle as far as this case is 
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4 

concerned because it scares us a little bit. 

Does it scare us a little bit that a 

substitute for evidence can come in, that character 

assassination can come in? Does it scare us a little 

bit that our emotions ate appealed to by way of these 

alleged sexual activities that have taken place at the 

Spahn tench, supposedly to show •domination. 

hell, that is not offered to show domination. 

It is offered to show the prejudice. 

You don't have to 	the sexual motivation 

of all of us is such you don't have to dominate people to 

have them -- to have them engage in sexual activities. 

people engage in sexual activities became 

of the fact that they have this inclination. 

And it is a synthetic -- it is a phony --it 

is a false type of argument to say that.. 

You take the people who go to Spahn Ranch, 

evidently they are the type of people who as fat as their 

personal lives are concerned they are, forgive the 

expression, their personal values, their personal attitudes-

toward sex may be a little bit loose, very loose, when 

they come there, so there is no domination needed. 

1 

2 
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You don't have tohave*, Manson suggest to 

2 1.41144 Xa4abiall to make lOVe with Tex Watson. She made loVe 

410 

	

	-with him before she ever saw Mr. ManSon„ so that is a_phony 

issue, 

• It is brought here to appeal to our emotions. 

It is brOught here so that we will forget -- forget the true 

T issues and bring in, some kind of a resat against Mr. Manson 

s' because of our being inflamed, the same way the pictures in-

9, flame Us, the same way whet we think in terms of -- when we. 

.10  'think in terms of sexual activities. 

Ii 
	 Why does the prOpeoution -, why does the 

42 prosecution bring,beTOre Us Mr. Watkins, Paul Watkins, 

13 testify that he, went out to get girls? 
	 • 

14 

	

	 Mr. Manion is evidently. so 	hi$ 	to, get' 

females is not the all-powerful thing that some of UswOtild 

16 - believe, because Mr. Watkina'saySale ,had to go out and get 

4,1 the girls. 	• 

This is 4 faotior't0 consider as.to what the' 

evidendo is. Why is the proseoutiOn bringing in this • 

',0 evA,dencel' It is to inflame us because naturally we are 

2i repulsed, many Of 113 are 	our. reaction is, YoU know, that 

22.. anybody that wou.d do this, we must hold this against them: 

23 	 'So that is the reason that that kind Of evidence 

. 24 is brought in,. 

• 
2 	 Now, Mr. rakobson testified, after testifying 

26 bout the establishment he was asked: 
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114 
	

In other words2  he did not want to 

board ' sinking ship as it were. He wanted to 

leave the establishment. 

1113A. 	Exactly. 

11Qt 	Did Mr. Manson. ever say that he was 

Jesus. Christ? 

"THY. WITNESS: Yes, 

He said he was JeSus Christ? • 

Yes. 

Did he ever say he was the devil? 

Yet. 

Did Charles Manton ever discilss 

with you his feelings about the relationship 

_between the black and white people? 

"A. 	Many times." 

Now, whatever 	whatever -- we dOn't have the 

exact words here that Mr. Jakobson heard. 

We have here the fact that 11114 Jalcobson in many 

of these.convertations was partaking 'of marijuana; he said 

so on this record, while some of these conversations were 

going On, 

But whatever, WhateVer., this is to appeal to our 

prPjudice. This is to appeal to our -- those of us who are 

'devout„ who are or the Christian faith; It is to appeal. --

it is to appeal to us in the tense that anyone who would'say 

this is 	we just got to find against a an like that. 

7 , 

.8 
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.,  

And whether we are of the Christian faith or some 

Other faith, those of us who are not Of the Christian faith, 

it Is to appeal to our emotions that any one who could make 

such a statement as this is the kind of person that has got 

to be guilty of murder. 

It is to appeal to our emotion, a substitute for 

eVidence. It is to make us feel a revulsion, and therefor 

to bring in. a result that somebody wants. 

	

0 	 But then again the question is, the question is, 

.10 does it tend to prove that anybody is guilty, Q =Nell 

11 ' That Mr. Manson has any kind of, guilt in this case for 

3,2 anything. 

	

18 	 If there .is anything that this country stands fOr 

L4 it is individual responsibility for our .acts. 

	

15 	 3e. don't judge people cumulatively. 

	

16 	 Genocide. is suppOsed to be against what we 

ar stand for.. We are supposed to be; all of us I'm sure we 

18 would agree, that we,are against wiping out groups of people 
• 

10 because of some particular characteristiC orsomeyarticular 

	

20 	attribute or some particularbellef; 	 v 

	

21 
	

This is genocide,..and that is, what the prosecution 

	

22 	is asking for in this case. 
	 • 

	

23 	 And it demeans the memory of'SIMIrlm -We„ the 

24 Memory of Abigail Folger, Mr. Frykowski, Mr. Bebringl  Mr. 

z Parent, Mr. and Mrs. La Bianca, to have this kind of a 

26 .prosecution as a vehicle for this result that is requested 
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here. 

4 

• 4 

"Did Charles Manson eVer discuss with 

you big feelings about his relationship 

between black and White people? 

6 

Many times. 

"4 . Did he mention the philospher 

Nietzsche? 

"4 	Yes. 
if 
	

That he had read Nietzsche? 

It& 	 e was 'familiar with him," 

And-then ip the proSecutionts summary, they spoke 

Of Nietzsche and theey spOlte of how Nietzschets philosophies 

are this and that -and the other thing: 

11.4 	What did Mr, Matson say with 

respeot to the relationship between black 

and white peopleV 

Well, that question was repeated: 

18 
	 flQ. 	What did Mr, -Manson say about the 

relationship between black and white people --

their relative worth,the level of existence 

between them? 

IT& 	There was.. mu§h'said about 'that, and 

the essence of.what:wassaid,_. going. back to the‘. 

question aboUt NietzsCh04  that ,tip ..Mite race 

• 25 
	 Was more evolved than the black race. , . 

The white rate was.more evolved?'' 
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"At  , Yes, sit, 

You are using the term evolved 

• yra 7 

9 

11 

2 

114 

4 

19* 

1 

2 

6- 

21, 

22 

24 • 

25 

26 

mean More developed? 

Yes," 

The next leading question 

More advanced? 

Yea, evolutions, progressive develop- 

more evolved., mote advanced, 

Than the black people?. 

Yes, 

What else did he say? 

They were to serve whitey. 

Blackie was to serve Whitey? 

Yes.". 

20,189 
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20,190 

Well, whether we like to face it or not, since 

2 before the OlVil War and after the Civil "War*llow many 

s ,millions of us had the name attitude? 

How many millions' of us in this country have had 

4 these attitudes? These attitudes, our purpose here is not 

6 to sit and judge whether or not these attitudes are right or 

7  wrong. Our purpose here .is to see whether these attitudes, 

2  whatever they may be, 	liar sonl  whether this kind of 

9 ,evidence has a place in thin trial*  whether it panders to our 

0 , emotions*  whether this type of evidence is beiit used to 

11 camouflage the true situation, whatever happened in this 

case. 

)Because remember, this evidence is coming in 

rQ 4tgainst Mr. Manson only, only Mr. Manson. 

This evidence is not coming in and cannot be used. 

I6 against any of the other defendants* 

I7. 	 We prosecution will argue this is circumstantial 

1$ evidence of the conspiracy. This will show, this is eircum-

19 stantlal to show that there was , this conspiracy. 

Conspiracy is limited to two days, the 8th through 

4 the 10th. 

22 , 

23 

 The Court 1.s going to instruct Us,. the Court is 

going to instruct us that the declarations and acts of one 

24' ca-conspirator, alleged co-conspirator, cannot be used 

410 	25 against anyone else unless it is in furtherance of the 

26 ,conspiracy+ 

-41001146 
NOW clearly that is where we have the problem, 

.1.7b 
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z 

3,. 

4 

5 

6 

1 

9 

10.  

ri  

• 20.191 • 

that is•-wheye we have the problem- of - in this ease, When- . 
we` are jurors, Ofanalyting it, Judicially. 

4.4  

Because'clearly these statements of 1.1r. Manson • 

that are attributed to Mr,'Moson by Mr„ Jakobson, are ' 
.; f.  

clearly not in 	clearly not in•;pursuance of any conspiracy. 
4 

Xone of them are even alleged to have taken .., 
place on,the two days that we ire talking about, the 8th 

through the 10th. N  

And the prOslculiien ie going to ask us in 
,• 

connection with. the lielier Skelter 	the prosecution 

going to ask us.r,undoubtedly„ wiiZeXhort us to believe: 

that these-e±hibitcothat refIedt Whtkwas on the' -- at the 

15 La ,Bianca residericC-these extiibitS reflect declarations 

14 during the couty0f 

15 	 But "hese declarations haVe to be connected with 

. ;6 ',the defendant. 14ey haVe to be conn'ected -- they have 

17 'be done with criminal intent. 

18 	 These deClaratiote have .to' be shoWn.  to have 

11 

12 

19 

20 

• .'2 

. 22 

28  

24 

25 

26  

something to-do with` Mr. Manson;-  and the prosecution is--,- ; 

going to -- is going to ahce,again, once ,.gain try to argUe, 
• 
to convince us that these declarations may be used against 

Mr. Manson.. 

Now, 1 ask"you„ if we ge back to our 

corroboration, to our chart,:elearly these words'are not 

corroborated. 

-There is nothing ,-.there is nothing to connect 
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3 They are going to argue that there is some rind 

6 

that connects th6se words to Mr. ilanson. 

Well, tbiz 	 by Our,  bootstraps 

becauSe nothing outside of the bare words themselves, 

which, :.are written at the La Bianca residence, outside of the 

510 to Mr.'Manson? 

w 

20,192 

se. Manson With these words: etcept for the fact that there 
4 'is HeltarSkelter at the Spahn 

4 'of relationship b;:two:.In lialterilce/ter. 	rid the 5pahm Ranch 

_ 
sv bare words themtselves)  what%16,there to conneCt these...mord* 

41 	THE COURT: We will adjourn at this time, Mr. Kanar.ek, 

z.  It, is 4:3Q.. 

13 	 Ladies'and gentlemen, do not converse with Anyone 

14. or forM or oTress any opinion regarding the case until'it 

is is finally submitted to you. 

16 	 The Court will adjourn until 9:00 a.m. tomorrow 

-.,J1 :morning. 

(Whereupon, an adjournMent was taken to reconvene 

19 'Wednesday, January 6, 197I-at 9:30 a.m.) 

20 

21 

22 

23' 

24 

25 

,26 

8 
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